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References:

1. Letter from M. H. Carlson, Indiana Michigan Power Company (I&M), to U. S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) Document Control Desk, "Request for License Amendment
to Adopt National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 805 Performance-Based Standard for
Fire Protection for Light Water Reactor Generating Plants (2001 Edition),"
AEP-NRC-2011-1, dated July 1, 2011, NRC Agencywide Documents Access and
Management System (ADAMS) Accession No. ML111188A145.

2. Letter from P. S. Tam, U. S. NRC, to L. J. Weber, Indiana Michigan Power Company,
"Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant, Units 1 And 2 - Request for Additional Information on the
Application for Amendment to Transition the Fire Protection Program to National Fire
Protection Association Standard 805 (TAC Nos. ME6629 AND ME6630)," dated
January 27, 2012, ADAMS Accession Nos. ML113560709, ML12003A186, and
ML12017A251.

By Reference 1, Indiana Michigan Power Company (I&M), the licensee for Donald C. Cook Nuclear
Plant (CNP) Units 1 and 2, proposed to amend Facility Operating Licenses DPR-58 and DPR-74 to
adopt a new fire protection program based on NFPA Standard 805, in accordance with 10 CFR
50.48(a) and (c). Reference 1, Enclosure 2 (hereafter referred to as the Transition Report) provided
information associated with the CNP transition to NFPA 805. By Reference 2, the NRC transmitted
a request for additional information (RAI) regarding the proposed amendment. As stated in
Reference 2, I&M agreed to provide responses to all information requests except, RAI-14, -20, -29,
-31, and -34 within 90 days of the date of Reference 2. I&M informed the staff in a teleconference
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on April 12, 2012, and via e-mail on April 19, 2012, that the responses to RAI-15(b) and RAI-16 will
be provided no later than July 26, 2012. This letter provides I&M's responses to the other 90 day
information requests.

Enclosure 1 to this letter provides an affirmation statement. Enclosure 2 to this letter provides
I&M's responses to the 90 day information requests. Enclosure 3 provides a revised Section 4.6,
"Monitoring," of the Transition Report in response to RAI-12. Enclosure 4 provides a table showing
risk values from opposite unit areas in Response to RAI-17(c). Enclosure 5 provides a revised
Attachment U to the Transition Report in Response to RAI-21. Enclosure 6 provides a revised
Table S-3, of Attachment S to the Transition Report in Response to RAI-33.

Copies of this letter and its enclosures are being transmitted to the Michigan Public Service
Commission and Michigan Department of Environmental Quality, in accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.91. This letter contains no new or modified regulatory commitments.
Should you have any questions regarding this proposed amendment, please contact
Mr. Michael K. Scarpello, Regulatory Affairs Manager, at (269) 466-2649.

Sincerely,

Michael H. Carlson

Site Support Services Vice President

JRW/kmh

Enclosures:

1. Affirmation.
2. Responses to 90 Day Information Requests Re. NFPA 805 Transition.
3. Revision 1 of Section 4.6.2, "Overview of Post-Transition NFPA 805 Monitoring Program," of

the Transition Report (Provided in Response to RAI-12).
4. CDF/LERF From Opposite Unit Areas (Provided in Response to RAI-17(c)).
5. Revision 1 of Attachment U, "Internal Events PRA Quality," to the Transition Report

(Provided in Response to RAI-21).
6. Revision 1 of Table S-3, "Implementation Items," of Attachment S to the Transition Report

(Provided in Response to RAI-33).
7. Revision 1 of Attachment M, "License Condition Changes," to the Transition Report

(Provided in response to RAI-36)
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Enclosure 1 to AEP-NRC-2012-29

AFFIRMATION

I, Michael H. Carlson, being duly sworn, state that I am Site Support Services Vice President of
Indiana Michigan Power Company (I&M), that I am authorized to sign and file this request with the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission on behalf of I&M, and that the statements made and the matters
set forth herein pertaining to I&M are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information, and
belief.

Indiana Michigan Power Company

Michael H. Carlson
Site Support Services Vice President

SWORN TO AND SUBSCRIBED BEFORE ME

THIS_.' DAY OF CA, 2012

•_.)- - -- NEFy-Puc \-

My Commission Expires

DANIELLE BURGOYNE
Notary Public, State of Michigan

County of Berrien
My Commission Expires 04-04-2018

Acting In the County ofa- cj ý&-



Enclosure 3 to AEP-NRC-2012-29

Revision 1 of Section 4.6.2, "Overview of Post-Transition NFPA 805 Monitoring Program," of the
Transition Report

(Provided in Response to RAI 12)



Indiana Michiaan Power CNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

The following scope will be documented appropriately in the Cook Nuclear Plant (CNP)
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 805 Monitoring Program:

• The scope of System, Structures and Components (SSCs) and programmatic elements
to monitor.

* The levels of availability, reliability, or other criteria for those elements that require
monitoring.

Development and implementation of the NFPA 805 monitoring program for CNP will be
completed as part of NFPA 805 amendment implementation (See Attachment S).

Overview of NFPA 805 Requirements on the NFPA 805 Fire Protection
System and Feature Monitoring Program

Section 2.6 of NFPA 805 states:

"A monitoring program shall be established to ensure that the availability and reliability of
the fire protection systems and features are maintained and to assess the performance
of the fire protection program in meeting the performance criteria. Monitoring shall
ensure that the assumptions in the engineering analysis remain valid."

The intent of the monitoring review is to confirm (or modify as necessary) the adequacy
of the existing surveillance, testing, maintenance, compensatory measures, and
oversight processes for transition to NFPA 805. This review will consider the following:

* The adequacy of the scope of systems and equipment within existing plant programs.

* The performance criteria for the availability and reliability of the required structures,
systems and components.

* The adequacy of the plant corrective action program in determining causes of equipment
and programmatic failures and in minimizing their recurrence.

4.6.2 Overview of Post-Transition NFPA 805 Monitoring Program

The Monitoring program will be described in a new procedure and will be implemented after the
Safety Evaluation issuance as part of the CNP fire protection program transition to NFPA 805
consistent with Attachment S Table S-3 implementation items S-3.2 and S-3.10. As depicted in
Figure 4-8 Post-Transition NFPA 805 Monitoring Program, the monitoring process is comprised
of four phases.

" Phase 1 - Scoping
" Phase 2 - Screening Using Risk Criteria
" Phase 3 - Risk Target Value Determination
" Phase 4 - Monitoring Implementation

The evaluation conducted as described below, which includes these 4 Phases, will be a
controlled documented (e.g., calculation, report or technical evaluation) titled "D. C. Cook Fire
Protection Monitoring Program." Completion of the evaluation is included in Attachment S Table
S-3 implementation item S-3.10.

Phase I - Scoping

The following categories of SSCs and programmatic elements will be reviewed for inclusion in
the NFPA 805 monitoring program:
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1) Structures, Systems, and Components "required" to comply with NFPA 805, specifically:

o Fire protection systems and features

- Required by the Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment

- Modeled in the Fire Probabilistic Rick Assessment (FPRA)

- Required by Chapter 3 of NFPA 805

o Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment equipment

- Nuclear safety equipment

- FPRA equipment

- Non Power Operation (NPO) equipment

o SSCs relied upon to meet radioactive release criteria

2) Fire Protection Programmatic Elements

Phase 2 - Screening Using Risk Criteria

Phase 2 of the process utilizes the risk significance of the SSCs and programmatic elements
identified in Phase 1 to establish the appropriate monitoring process to be utilized. The
categories of SSCs and programmatic elements from Phase 1 are each screened based on the
ability to be able to explicitly establish their risk contribution.

Fire Protection Systems and Features

The fire protection systems and features identified in Phase 1 as in scope are screened for risk
significance. Risk significance is determined at the component, system, and/or functional level
and evaluated on an individual fire area basis. Fire compartments smaller than fire areas may
be used instead of fire areas provided the compartments are independent (i.e., share no fire
protection SSCs) and sufficient basis is documented. The FPRA is used to establish the risk
significance based on the following risk screening thresholds:

Risk Achievement Worth (RAW) of the monitored parameter >- 2.0

(AND) either

Core Damage Frequency (CDF) x (RAW) - 1.OE-7 per year

(OR)

Large Early Release Frequency (LERF) x (RAW) >- 1.OE-8 per year

CDF, LERF, and RAW (monitored parameter) are calculated for each fire area. The monitored
parameter will be established at a level commensurate with the amenability of the parameter to
risk measurement (e.g., a fire barrier may be more conducive to risk measurement than an
individual barrier penetration).

All "required" fire protection systems and features identified as in scope in Phase 1 will be
screened and categorized as either High Safety Significant (HSS) or Low Safety Significant
(LSS) and included within the appropriate monitoring process based on the risk significance.

HSS fire protection systems and features are those that meet or exceed the risk significant
screening criteria. The HSS fire protection systems and features will be included in the
monitoring program contained in the site Maintenance Rule Program described in Procedure
PMI-5035, "Maintenance Rule Program.'
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LSS fire protection systems and features are those that do not meet the risk significant
screening criteria and are monitored via the existing inspection and test programs and in the
existing System Health Reports and System Performance Monitoring Program described in the
Systems Engineers Handbook.

Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment Equipment

For fires originating during NPO modes, the qualitative use of fire prevention to manage fire risk
during Higher Risk Evolutions does not lend itself to quantitative risk measurement. Therefore,
for Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA) Equipment credited for NPO only, no
screening is performed and fire risk management effectiveness is monitored programmatically
similar to combustible material controls and other fire protection programmatic elements using
the existing inspection and test programs and system/program health programs.

All required NSCA equipment, except the NPO scope, identified as in scope in Phase 1 will be
screened for safety significance using the FPRA and the Maintenance Rule guidelines
differentiating HSS equipment from LSS equipment.

HSS NSCA equipment are those that meet or exceed the risk significant screening criteria. The
HSS NSCA equipment will be included in the monitoring program contained in the site
Maintenance Rule Program. HSS NSCA equipment may already be appropriately monitored by
the Maintenance Rule. A comparison of HSS NSCA equipment to the SSCs that are monitored
in the Maintenance Rule program will be performed to determine what equipment will require
additional NFPA 805 Monitoring. Also the review will ensure current Maintenance Rule
functions are consistent with the required functions of the HSS NSCA equipment.

All remaining NSCA equipment that is not screened HSS is considered to be LSS and is not
included in any monitoring program.

SSCs Relied upon for Radioactive Release Criteria

The evaluations performed to meet the radioactive release performance criteria are qualitative
in nature. The SSCs relied upon to meet the radioactive release performance criteria are not
amenable to quantitative risk measurement. Additionally, since 10 CFR Part 20 limits (which are
lower than releases due to core damage and containment breach) for radiological effluents are
not being exceeded, equipment relied upon to meet the radioactive release performance criteria
is considered inherently low risk. Therefore, monitoring is conducted using the existing
inspection and test programs and system/program health programs.

Fire Protection Programmatic Elements

Monitoring of programmatic elements is required in order to "assess the performance of the fire
protection program in meeting the performance criteria." These programs form the bases for
many of the analytical assumptions used to evaluate compliance with NFPA 805 requirements.

Programmatic aspects include:

* Control of Combustible Materials; Administrative Controls Effectiveness, Transient
Exclusion Zones

* Control of Ignition Sources; Administrative Controls effectiveness
• Fire Watch Programs; Program compliance and effectiveness
* Industrial Fire Brigade; Effectiveness

Monitoring of programmatic elements and program effectiveness is more qualitative in nature
since they do not lend themselves to the numerical methods of reliability and availability
Therefore, monitoring is conducted using the existing system and program health programs.
Fire protection health reports, self-assessments, regulator and insurance company reports
provide inputs to this monitoring program.
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Phase 3 - Risk Target Value Determination

Phase 3 establishes target values for reliability and availability for the HSS fire protection
systems and features and NSCA equipment.

HSS SSCs

Reliability and availability criteria are established by evaluation based on the HSS fire protection
system or features or NSCA equipment's assumed level of reliability/availability in the
supporting analyses.

Action levels are established for the HSS fire protection system or features or NSCA equipment
at the component level, program level, or functionally through the use of the pseudo system or
the "performance monitoring group" concept. The actual action level is determined based on
the number of component, program or functional failures within a sufficiently bounding time
period (approximately 2-3 operating cycles). When establishing the action level threshold for
reliability and availability, the action level will be no lower than the FPRA assumptions.

Where HSS NSCA equipment is identified using the Maintenance Rule guidelines, the
performance criteria may be established based on the Maintenance Rule, provided the criteria
are consistent with FPRA assumptions.

LSS SSCs

LSS Fire Protection Systems and Features are included within the existing inspection and test
programs and system and program health programs which ensure functionality and no reliability
and availability criteria are assigned. LSS NS (Non-Safety) and FPRA equipment is not
included in any monitoring process therefore reliability and availability criteria are not required.
NPO equipment which is LSS is included within the existing inspection and test programs which
ensure functionality and no reliability and availability criteria are assigned. Radioactive Release
SSCs are LSS and are included within the existing inspection and test programs which ensure
functionality and no reliability and availability criteria are assigned. Fire protection programmatic
elements are considered LSS and do not lend themselves to the numerical methods of reliability
and availability so their effectiveness is based on the objective and anecdotal evidence
evaluated by the engineers in charge of the programs.

Phase 4 - Monitoring Implementation

Phase 4 is the implementation of the monitoring program, once the monitoring scope and
criteria.are established.

For HSS fire protection systems and features and NSCA equipment that are monitored, the
actual levels of availability, reliability, and performance will be reviewed against the established
action levels. If an action level is triggered, the Corrective Action Program governed by
Procedure PMI-7030, "Corrective Action Program," is.used to identify the adverse condition. A
corrective action plan will then be developed to ensure performance returns to the established
level.

When applicable, a sensitivity study can be performed to determine the margin below the action
level that still provides acceptable FPRA results to help prioritize corrective actions if the action
level is reached.

A periodic assessment of the Monitoring Program will be included within the scope of the
Performance Assurance Department's routine Fire Protection Program assessment which is
described in Transition Report Section 4.7.3. The scope of the Monitoring Program assessment
will include the following:
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* Review systems with performance criteria. Do performance criteria still effectively monitor
the functions of the system? Do the criteria still monitor the effectiveness of the fire
protection and nuclear safety capability assessment systems?

* Have the supporting analyses been revised such that the performance criteria are no longer
applicable or new fire protection and nuclear safety capability assessment SSCs,
programmatic elements and/or functions need to be in scope?

* Based on the assessment period, are there any trends in monitored elements that should be
addressed that are not being addressed?

" Has external Operating Experience and Internal Operating Experience when applicable
been incorporated into the Monitoring program.

The fire protection systems and features (required to meet Chapter 3 of NFPA 805 and the
NSCA criteria) and SSCs required to meet the radioactive release criteria will be included in the
existing inspection and test programs and in the existing post transition system/program health
program governed by the Procedure PMI-2270 Fire Protection Program, the NFPA 805 Fire
Protection Program Manual, and CNP System Notebook. In addition, passive features (barriers,
drains, curbs, etc.) that are relied upon to demonstrate compliance with Chapter 4 of NFPA 805
will also be included in the existing inspection and test programs and in the existing
system/program health program. The post NFPA 805 transition programs are adequate for
routine monitoring of these SSCs. Note that the post NFPA 805 transition programs for both the
inspection and test programs and system/program health will reflect the results of the risk
informed evaluation performed using EPRI Report TR-1006756, "Fire Protection Surveillance
Optimization and Maintenance Guide for Fire Protection Systems and Features," referenced
within NEI 04-02 Table B-1, Transition Report Attachment A.
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Revision 1 of Attachment U, "Internal Events PRA Quality," to the Transition Report
(Provided in Response to RAI 21)

Due to the extent of the changes, no revision bars are used.
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Indiana Michigan Power Company (I&M) considers that the Cook Nuclear Plant (CNP) Internal
Events Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) is adequate to support the National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) 805 Licensing Basis. A Peer Review was conducted
September 24-28, 2001. The Peer Review noted a number of facts and observations (F&Os)
based on the sub-elements included in the then-current Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) guidance
for conduct of peer reviews. The Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) Owner's Group issued a
report containing the results of the CNP Internal Events PRA Review at the end of December
2002. Summaries of these F&Os, the status of the disposition of the F&Os, and the impact of
open F&Os are provided in Table U-1. Following resolution of all significant F&Os from the
2001 Peer Review, a Gap Assessment was performed in 2004 by an independent contractor.
The Gap Assessment provided comments related to a number of the then-current American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) PRA Standard supporting requirements. These
comments and the cited supporting requirements, disposition status, and disposition impact for
NFPA-805 are also included in Table U-I. Following several model updates, a Focused-Scope
Peer Review was conducted in 2009. The Focused-Scope Peer Review identified a number of
F&Os based on the supporting requirements in the then current Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) Regulatory Guide 1.200, Revision 1. Summaries of these F&Os, disposition
status, and disposition impact for NFPA-805 are also included in Table U-I. The detailed
findings and comments from both the 2001 Peer Review and 2004 Gap Assessment have been
previously submitted to NRC, these items along with the 2009 Peer Review are available to
NRC staff if additional detail is needed.
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Attachment U - Table U-1 Internal Events PRA Peer Review - Facts and Observations (F&Os)

F&O # F&O Summary Status F&O Disposition for NFPA-805

AS-01 The Large Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) Open The numerical impact of this F&O on the Internal Events PRA
event tree discussion of gross containment results is judged to be very small. Since no fire consequentially
failure does not appear consistent with the causes a Large LOCA event, there is no effect of this F&O on
stated assumption; in this instance the NFPA-805 change evaluations
discrepancy probably does not change the
conclusion that core damage occurs so late
as to not qualify as part of Large Early
Release Frequency (LERF). (Significance
Level C)

AS-02 The medium LOCA event tree discussion on Closed The wording in the Medium LOCA event tree discussion for long
long term cooling states seems to indicate term heat removal (i.e., Appendix B of PRA-NB-AS) has been
that more heat removal is required than the revised to make it clear that the success criteria for certain
success criterion. (Significance Level C) situations have been revised. Table B-1, which provides a listing

of the success criteria, was revised to be consistent with the
revised success criteria discussion. This was documentation
issue only and no PRA model change was required to address
this F&O.

This documentation issue has no impact on the Fire PRA model
or NFPA-805. The issue cited was specific to the Medium LOCA
initiating event which could only be a consequential event in the
Fire PRA. Consequential LOCAs corresponding to Medium or
Large LOCA size definitions are not very likely as a consequence
of any fire initiating event, and as a result are not developed in
any detail (i.e., proceed directly to core damage). Accordingly,
the concern raised regarding success criteria does not apply to
the Fire PRA.
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Attachment U - Table U-1 Internal Events PRA Peer Review - Facts and Observations (F&Os)

F&O # F&O Summary Status F&O Disposition for NFPA-805

AS-03 The Main Steam Line Break Inside Open The numerical impact of this F&O on the Internal Events PRA
Containment (SLBI) event tree discussion results is judged to be very small. Since no fire consequentially
states that the Main Steam Line Break causes a Main Steam Line Break (SLB) event, there is no effect
Outside Containment (SLBO )is covered by of this F&O on NFPA-805 change evaluations
the SLBI tree, although the mitigation
requirements of these events are different
with respect to isolation and containment
systems. (Significance Level C)

AS-04 In the event tree for Station Black-Out Open This F&O identifies a very minor logic error that affects only the
(SBO), existing logic for Auxiliary Feed Internal Events PRA model SBO Event Tree. The Fire PRA
Water (AFW) functions asked successively model does not use the Internal Events PRA model SBO Event
does not require correlation between Tree. As a result, this F&O has no impact for NFPA-805.
success of the prior branch and the failure of
the latter branch. (Significance Level C)

AS-05 Although no inconsistencies in modeling of Open The event trees model the separate system failures explicitly,
systems to meet the safety functions were rather than the corresponding functional failures. This system-
identified, there is no discussion of functional based approach reflects the Emergency Operating Procedure
failure criteria for the event trees. (EOP) structure and produces appropriate results. This is an
(Significance Level C) internal events PRA model documentation issue that has no

effect on NFPA-805.
AS-06 The success criterion for feed and bleed is Open This F&O implies that the success criterion used for feed and

conservative compared to the criterion used bleed is also conservative in the Fire PRA. Given the abundant
for some other 4-loop Westinghouse plants. AFW availability at CNP, the numerical impact of this bleed and
(Significance Level C) feed conservatism is judged to be very small for the Internal

Events PRA model. The numerical effect of such a conservatism
would be to increase the Core Damage Frequency (CDF) for fires
that affect the systems used to perform bleed and feed. This
would cause the Fire PRA to be more conservative in feed and
bleed scenarios since less fire-related damage can cause failure
of the function. This additional conservatism would increase the
fire risk estimated for NFPA-805 change evaluations.
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AS-07 Initiating event dependencies are not
retained by event tree transfers.
(Significance Level A)

Closed Thirty-four new event trees were developed to explicitly consider
transfer from one event tree to another given failure of a support
system as shown below.

Initiating Event with New
Support System Failures Transfer Event Trees for

Support System Failures

" Single unit loss of offsite * Anticipated Transient
power. without Scram (ATWS) at

* Dual unit loss of offsite reactor power greater than
power. 40%.

* Loss of train A 250 VDC. * ATWS at reactor power
* Loss of train B 250 VDC less than 40%.

* Medium LOCA caused by
a stuck open pressurizer
safety valve.

* Small LOCA caused by a
stuck open pressurizer
relief valve.

• Loss of Essential Service
Water (ESW) to both units'
Component Cooling Water
(CCW).

* Loss of ESW to a single
unit's CCW.

* Loss of CCW.

S

S

Loss of train A 250 VDC.
Loss of train B 250 VDC

* Failure to trip the Reactor
Coolant Pumps (RCPs)
following loss of ESW to
both units' CCW.

" Failure to trip the RCPs
following loss of ESW to a
single unit's CCW

• Failure to trip the RCPs
following loss of CCW
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During a subsequent PRA model update, some simplifications
were made to the support system failure event trees.
Specifically, event trees that had been developed to account for
failure of reactor trip following events initiated by support system
failure were deleted and the event tree branches that had been
transferred to the deleted event trees were assumed to lead
directly to LERF. Transfer event trees that had been developed
to represent random failures of two entire support systems were
deleted (e.g., loss of DC followed by loss of ESW). The Medium
LOCA event trees representing stuck-open pressurizer safety
valves were deleted since a new event tree representing stuck-
open pressurizer power operated relief valve (PORVs) following
transients and support system failure events was added. Event
trees with transfers were retained when some part of the support
system consequentially failed following a loss of offsite power or
dual unit loss of offsite power. The remaining transfer event trees
included:

* Loss of CCW following a loss of offsite power
* Loss of CCW following a dual-unit loss of offsite power
0 Dual-unit loss of ESW following a loss of offsite power
0 Dual-unit ESW following a dual-unit loss of offsite power

For a single-unit loss of ESW following a loss of offsite power or
following a dual-unit loss of offsite power, event-tree sequences
were conservatively taken directly to core damage and large early
release. Regarding a loss of direct current (DC) following a loss
of offsite power or a dual-unit loss of offsite power, a loss of a DC
was allowed to occur in the loss of offsite power and dual-unit
loss of offsite power event trees and was not transferred to a loss
of DC event tree.

AS-08 Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) Seal LOCA Closed An assumption underlying this F&O is that RCP seal degradation
modeling in the loss of service water event and failure would progress similarly following an SBO and
trees is different than in the SBO event trees following failure to trip the RCPs after a loss of ESW or CCW.
and needs to be made consistent. For the latter situations, if the operator fails to trip the RCPs, then
(Significance Level B) they will continue to run until they overheat sufficiently that they

can no longer function. Such a situation will cause higher RCP

ReiinIPg 
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temperatures than the SBO situation in which they trip
immediately due to the initiating event. As a result, there would
be different boundary conditions for the seal cavity water volume
than in the SBO event. Accordingly, application of the SBO
models for RCP seal LOCAs to Loss of ESW and CCW initiated
events appears to be unjustified (at this time).

Answers to the specific questions in the F&O are as follows.

1) Loss of RCP seal cooling is modeled from realistic initiators.
In that CCW provides direct RCP seal cooling via the thermal
barrier, or indirectly by supporting seal injection, only those
events that directly cause a loss of CCW will cause a loss of RCP
seal cooling.

2) The CNP model does include top events for cool down and
depressurization in case of failed ESW or CCW, but this question
is only asked as part of the mitigation strategy following recovery
of these systems. This is unlike the cool down questioned
following an SBO initiator for which the probability of core
uncovery depends on the success or failure of RCS cool down.

3) The seal LOCA model is based on the seal behavior that is
assumed following an SBO initiator. As described above, this
behavior is different than would be expected following loss of
ESW or CCW initiators. Accordingly, seal LOCA is not
addressed in the CNP model by use of the SBO split fractions in
the loss of CCW or loss of ESW event trees. Instead,
consideration is given to whether the seals should be considered
failed if the RCPs are not stopped, or if cooling is otherwise
interrupted. This is a realistically conservative method of
modeling these interactions, given that the existing seal LOCA
models cannot differentiate between these initiators.

4) The timing requirements for OL2 and RR2 for loss of ESW
and loss of CCW sequences were changed to include
consideration of revised success criteria for small LOCAs.
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AS-09 After recovery of Alternating Current (AC)
power, after SBO, the PRA conservatively
requires recovery for alignment of Safety
Injection (SI), Charging and Volume Control
System (CVCS), Containment Spray (CTS),
and AFW, however, the systems may not be
needed or may be initiated automatically.
(Significance Level C)
The event trees do not include a heading for
containment isolation failure, resulting in
improper assignment of LERF. (Significance
Level B)

AS-IO

Open The numerical impact of this F&O on the Internal Events PRA
results is judged to be very small. Pump recovery failure in the
internal events PRA model is dominated by operator actions.
The effect of this F&O would be an increase in predicted fire risk
following fire-induced SBO, since operator actions are more
complicated. However, the Fire PRA model does not use the
Internal Events PRA model SBO Event Tree. As a result, this
F&O has no impact for NFPA-805.

Closed The F&O identifies the lack of Containment Isolation (CI) failure
top event in the various event trees as inconsistent with the LERF
modeling approach adopted by I&M (i.e., NUREG/CR-6595).
Rather than changing all event trees to include CI, the LERF fault
tree was modified to include CI. Specifically, the containment
isolation model was incorporated explicitly into the LERF analysis
by including failure to isolate under an OR-gate for each of the
LERF functional equations utilized in the event tree. Appropriate
use of house events accounted for initiator dependencies.

Closed The ISLOCA initiating event and event trees have been revised
to follow the methodologies of NUREG/CR-5744 and
NUREG/CR-5102. Four ISLOCA initiating events and event trees
are now used to separate the effects of various initiators and
scenario specific dependencies, including an event initiated in the
SI piping that precludes use of the SI pumps. The initiating
events and their frequencies are developed in detail in a new
ISLOCA notebook. The event tree structure and the scenario
specific dependencies are documented in the revised event tree
notebook

AS-11 Dependencies between the failures causing
Interfacing Systems Loss of Coolant
Accidents (ISLOCA) in the individual
ISLOCA scenarios and the systems
mitigating ISLOCA are not considered.
(Significance Level B)

Possible fire-induced ISLOCA pathways were identified and
evaluated as part of the Fire PRA development.

AS-12 The ISLOCA analysis assumes low pressure Closed As indicated in the disposition to F&O AS-11, the ISLOCA
piping failure probability based solely on analysis has been redone using the methodologies of
engineering judgment. (Significance Level B) NUREG/CR-5744 and NUREG/CR-5102. In addition, the low-

pressure piping failure probabilities have been reevaluated and
appropriate values included in the model for each of the four
separate initiating events
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AS-Al,
AS-B1,
AS-B2,
AS-B4,
AS-B5,
SY-C1

The split fraction dependencies and
corresponding values (basis) are not well
documented or described in the report. For
example, top event "CSR" has 21 split
fractions (each with a different value)
identified in the CCW event trees. However,
the only way to follow what the
dependencies are and how the different
fraction values are calculated, is to go to the
WINNUPRA calculation files. Even using
the WINNUPRA files, not all boundary
conditions could be determined.

Open This issue only impacts the Internal Events PRA model
documentation. The PRA model is developed and quantified
using the fault-tree linking quantification method featured by the
WinNUPRA software. Split fractions are not used. Rather, the
file that contains instructions that direct the fault-tree linking
operations performed during quantification assures that the
appropriate fault tree gate is included in the Boolean reduction of
each sequence equation.

Note that this issue does not affect the Fire PRA because the
Containment Spray system is not credited in the Fire PRA model.

AS-Al, The number of considered transfers is too Closed This issue was addressed in a 2007 update that included
QU-C3 large; even very unlikely transfer events are simplifying the event tree transfers. See the disposition

modeled (<1 E-08/yr). For example, the discussion for F&O AS-07 for additional detail.
Initiating Event frequency for Medium LOCA,
transferred from a loss of DC is 8E-9/yr.
Even at this low frequency, this combined
event is still modeled and there is an event
tree associated with it.

AS-Al 0, ISLOCA modeling should: (1) separate the Open This issue relates specifically to the Internal Events PRA model.
AS-B3, human reliability (OIB) and hardware (valve)
SC-A6 reliability when modeling potential isolation Possible fire-induced Interfacing Systems LOCAs on the

of the appropriate breaks, (2) address valve pathways modeled by the Internal Events PRA were separately
shutoff delta-P capability for valves credited identified and evaluated as part of the Fire PRA development.
for isolation, (3) valve failure rates indicative Due to the low probabilities resulting for the identified scenarios,
of functional degradation due to harsh no credit was taken for possible mitigation of a fire-induced
environment for Residual Heat Removal ISLOCA. As a result, this F&O has no effect on the Fire PRA
(RHR) pump seal failure events, (4) model.
operations procedures should address
remote manual isolation of ISLOCA events.
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AS-A10, Enhance Auxiliary Feed Water (AFW) Open The numerical impact of this SR on the Internal Events PRA
SC-Al 2, system modeling related to Condensate results is judged to be very small. The Gap assessment
SC-Al 8, Storage Tank (CST) refill by adding a commented that the approach used was reasonable given the
SY-A3, discussion about CST refill system supporting information available, but that providing additional
SY-A5, boundaries, capacities and dependencies, system detail and separating the Human Error Probability (HEP)
SY-A6, and any potential Common Cause Failure and hardware would be a benefit to the model.
SY-A7, (CCF) modes. Also, model the HEP
SY-B1, separate from the hardware. The Fire PRA did not take credit for refilling the CST, so this F&O
SY-B16 does not apply to the Fire PRA model.
AS-A2-01 The accident sequence notebook does not Open The event trees model the separate system failures explicitly,

identify the safety functions necessary to rather than the corresponding functional failures. This system-
reach a safe and stable state to prevent core based approach reflects the EOP structure and produces
damage following the initiating events, appropriate results. This is an internal events PRA model
(Finding) documentation issue that has no effect on NFPA-805.

AS-A5 Consider a review and update of Modular Closed In support of Fire PRA model development, a calculation has
Accident Analysis Program (MAAP) been performed to establish revised Level 1 thermal-hydraulic
analyses for success criteria pertaining to success criteria. The calculation includes 92 new MAAP runs
accident sequence development associated performed using MAAP 4.0.5. The 92 new cases include:
with SBO and RCP Seal LOCA.

- 6 cases related to core uncovery timing if pressurizer PORVs
stick-open.

- 41 success criteria cases involving plant response following a
transient. Many of these cases include one or more stuck-
open Steam Generator PORVs. If these cases yielded an
unsuccessful outcome, then sequence timing information was
determined.

- 45 success criteria cases involving RCP seal LOCA or various
small LOCA sizes. If these cases yielded an unsuccessful
outcome, then sequence timing information was determined.

The Fire PRA used the results of this new calculation as
applicable.
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AS-B3, LE-
D1, LE-D6

Address if there are any phenomenological
interactions that should be considered as
potential failure modes of containment
isolation. In the containment isolation
model, I&M should consider accounting for
the possibility of up to 200 hrs per year
(2.3E-02) containment purge operation when
purge valves could be open and could

Open The extent of recently-occurring containment pressure relief
operation was reviewed and determined to be less than the
Technical Specification limit of 200 hours per year. However, the
latter value could be used as a reasonable upper-bound value for
this operation. A model impact assessment has been written and
concludes that this model discrepancy can be included in the
next model update based on its low probability of occurrence.

randomly fail to close on demand. For the Fire PRA, the relatively low probability of occurrence is
further mitigated because the valves are designed to fail closed if
their cables are destroyed by fire; or, each valve would have to
suffer cable damage that leads to spurious opening; or, the
valves could be manually closed if their cables were not fire
damaged at all.

DA-01 The data collection notebook provides a Open The Internal Events PRA model update in 2009 included revising
description of the criteria, in terms of failure data for Mitigating Systems Performance Indicator (MSPI)
evidence, for performing a Bayesian update pumps and diesels, accounting for the latest plant-specific failure
which is inconsistent with industry data. The 2009 calculation was performed in accordance with
references and the guidelines for common NUREG/CR 6823, including Bayesian updating. In addition, a
cause failure data analysis seems to not be CCF update was also performed consistent with the latest
in accordance with the cited reference. industry and NRC guidance. The remaining issue from this F&O
(Significance Level C) is related to updating the notebook to discuss/reference the

methodologies employed. This remaining documentation issue
does not affect NFPA-805.

DA-02 The method used to perform Bayesian Open The Internal Events PRA model update in 2009 included revising
updates is often described as moment failure data for MSPI pumps and diesels accounting for the latest
matching, which in some cases may yield plant-specific failure data. The 2009 calculation used generic
misleading results. (Significance Level C) data distributions from NUREG/CR 6928, Bayesian updated per

NUREG/CR 6823, and mapped the results to the natural
conjugate. No moment matching was performed to obtain the
prior distribution. The remaining issue is related to updating the
documentation and does not affect NFPA-805.
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DA-03

DA-04

General guidelines for test and maintenance
data collection are provided; however, the
boundaries of the components and
subsystems to be included in maintenance
basic events were not defined in the data
collection sheets or in the data notebooks.
(Significance Level C)
Multiple Greek Letter (MGL) parameters
from Table 5-11 of NUREG/CR-5485 were
used to obtain CCFs for some components
in the CNP PRA There are limitations on
using such data, which I&M did not appear
to observe At least one of the reviewers felt
that the significance of this observation
should be "B," given the rationale above.
AEP PRA personnel indicated that: they
understood the individual issues identified;
that the issues regarding assumptions were
primarily documentation rather than results
impacts; and that the issue of which generic
data source is appropriate is generic and, to
some extent, a matter of preference, and
that they are comfortable with the approach
they have used. The significance "C" has
been assigned on the basis of this *
understanding, but AEP is encouraged to
consider the suggested resolutions noted
below. (Significance Level C)

Open The Internal Events PRA model update in 2009 included revising
failure data for MSPI pumps and diesels, accounting for the latest
plant-specific failure data. The 2009 calculation identified the
data to be collected and the sources for the data. The remaining
issue is related to updating the documentation and does not
affect NFPA-805.

Closed Oriainal Response to F&O:

Response to Observation 1: The position that NUREG/CR-5485
is not a generic data source is incorrect. Section 5.5.6 of this
NUREG states "Table 5-11 provides a set of "generic" alpha
factor values which may be used when a more detailed
evaluation is not feasible." The suggested resolution, however,
was implemented as much as practicable. For component types
that exist in NUREG/CR-5497, surrogate MGLs were developed
by averaging component type/failure mode values. These
surrogates were developed specifically for PWR components.
These values were applied to the applicable component
type/failure mode for which NUREG/CR-5485 data had previously
been used. NUREG/CR-5485 data continues to be used as a
generic data source for other components that do not appear in
NUREG/CR-5497 or that have insufficient information available in
the common cause failure (CCF) Database to provide
reasonable results. Additionally, a Common Cause Guide (See
PRA-NB-DATA) was developed to document this CCF analysis
process. This document indicates that passive components
would not be considered as common cause groups, therefore,
many common cause events were removed from the fault tree
quantification because their contributions are much lower than
that of active components.

One of the NUREG/CR-5485 authors (F. Marshall, INEEL) was
consulted concerning the use of this information as "generic" and
she indicated that the approach used in this analysis is
appropriate. The process developed is consistent with the
approach she would have applied to perform a similar analysis.
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Furthermore, an author of NUREG/CR-5497 clarified that the
document was developed solely to report on the 42 components
it contains and that absence of information in 5497 makes no
implication of availability of data or lack thereof for other
components. Also, there is no real correlation between finding a
component in 5497 and the robustness of the data available for
that component; 5497 contains tabulated results for components
that have experienced as few as one common-cause failure.

Response to Observation 2: The parameters for check valves
from NUREG/CR-5497 are system specific, so these parameters
were used for the systems to which they are applicable. For all
other check valves for which common cause was modeled, it was
necessary to use non-system specific information from
NUREG/CR-5485. The basis for changing between NUREG/CR-
5497 parameters and NUREG/CR-5485 parameters is, therefore,
simply system specificity.

However, for component types that exist in NUREG/CR-5497,
surrogate MGLs were developed by averaging component
type/failure mode values. These surrogates were developed
specifically for PWR components. These values were applied to
those components:

* To which NUREG/CR-5485 data had previously been used.
* For which surrogate values could be developed.

Surrogate MGL values were developed for:

- Generic PWR Centrifugal Motor Driven Pump (MDF)
Failure to Start

- Generic PWR Centrifugal MDP Failure to Run
- Generic PWR AOV Failure to Open
- Generic PWR Check Valve Failure to Open

Generic PWR Motor Operated Valve Failure to Open
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NUREG/CR-5485 data continues to be used for other
components that do not appear in NUREG/CR-5497 or that have
insufficient information available in the CCF Database to provide
reasonable results.

Response to Observation 3: Non-staggered testing was assumed
for all components for which NUREG/CR-5485 was the basis for
MGL parameters. The reason that non-staggered testing was
assumed was for simplicity and because no evidence was found
that measures are taken at the plant to ensure staggered testing.
Non-staggered testing appears to be applicable to most common
cause groups per the description presented in NUREG/CR-5485
(Page A-19): "...in each test or actual demand, the entire system
(or common cause component group) and all possible
combinations of multiple components are challenged. This
corresponds to the nonstaggered testing scheme." Non-
staggered testing results in the most conservative results, in that
the parameters calculated are higher for non-staggered testing
than for staggered testing. The amount of the conservatism
varies; for MGLs of higher order than BETA, the ratio of the
"unstaggered" parameter to the "staggered" parameter varies
from 1.24 to 1.02 and uniquely decreases as the order of the
parameter increases. The conservatism for the BETA term is
greater. The ratio of the "unstaggered" BETA to the "staggered"
BETA varies from 1.00 to 3.93 and uniquely increases as the size
of the common cause group size increases. The data notebook
was updated to justify the use of non-staggered testing in
developing MGL factors.

To eliminate some conservatism and to account for expected
differences in common cause parameter values between demand
and operating failure modes, MGL parameters were developed
for both demand and operating "generic" failure modes.
According to Section 5.5.6 of NUREG/CR-5485, it is appropriate
to reduce the values of cX2, (X3, and cX4 each by a factor of 2 to
better represent the difference between the demand and
operating failure modes.
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Revised Response:

Response to Observation 1: NUREG/CR-5485 is no longer used.
NUREG/CR-5485 was previously used for MGL factors based on
averages across all demand type modes and averages across all
running type modes. Averages across all demand type modes
and averages across all running type modes are also no longer
used.

Instead, the Common Cause Failure Data Base, Version 3.4.0.5,
which includes events between 1980 and 2003, was used. For
most MGL factors, a specific system, component and failure
mode were selectable. In the cases where the Common Cause
Failure Data Base did not include a particular component, an
average across a specific failure mode was selected. Specifically,
an average was determined for each of the following failure
modes: fail to start, fail to run, fail to close, and no
voltage/amperage output.

Response to Observation 2: For a particular check valve, the
nearest check valve in the Common Cause Failure Data Base
was selected for use. Specifically, high pressure safety injection
check valves were used for high pressure safety injection check
valves. Auxiliary feedwater check valves were used for auxiliary
feedwater check valves and main feedwater check valves.
Residual heat removal check valves, i.e., lower-system-pressure
check valves, were used for check valves in the following
systems: residual heat removal, plant air, condensate, non-
essential service water, essential service water, component
cooling water, accumulator, containment spray, and emergency
diesel generator.

Response to Observation 3: Non-staggered testing was
previously assumed for all MGL factors. However, staggered
testing was applicable to most of the common cause component
groups, including cases where an average across a specific
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failure mode was used (Ref. I11, Table 4). In general, staggered
testing was applicable to safety-related components that were
separated by trains and to components with one normally running
and one normally in standby. Accounting for staggered testing in
MGL factors reduced significant over-conservatism in previous
common cause failure probabilities

Closed The F&O includes two general observations related to (1) the
potentially generic nature of the CCF data source used and (2)
potential discrepancies between CCF data component
boundaries and the components included in the CCF groups in
the model.

DA-05 Plant specific screening of generic common
cause failure data is insufficient and
component boundaries defined for common
cause modeling have not been verified.
(Significance Level B)

Oriainal Response to F&O:

Response to Observation 1: Plant specificity was incorporated in
the CCF parameters by identifying those common cause terms
that had a Fussell-Vesely (F-V) importance measure of greater
than 1% and developing plant specific MGL parameters for these
components. In the quantification applicable at the time of the
certification, seven different common cause terms had F-V
importances greater than 1%. These components were:

0

S

S

0

0

0

0

Essential Service Water System Strainers plugging
Essential Service Water System pumps fail to run
Diesel Generators fail to run
Diesel generator room fans fail to start
Component cooling water pumps fail to run
RHR pump discharge check valves fail to open
RHR pumps fail to start

In addition, the fail to start common cause failure mode for diesel
generators had an F-V importance of just below 1% and was
included in this group. For each of these seven components, the
CCF Database was used to develop plant specific MGL
parameters. To accomplish this the following process was
followed:
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1. The CCF Database was first searched to identify the
generically applicable set of failure events. These searches
(applications) are defined by the systems, the components, and
the failure modes for which the database was searched. These
descriptions are included in Table 16 of PRA-NB-DATA. This
table indicates that two of the component types resulted in
insufficient data in the application for development of plant
specific parameters.

2. The events produced from each application were then
captured in a file and reviewed by the system analysts to identify
those events that are not applicable to the CNP, due either to
system design or to component boundary definition. The
inapplicable events are identified in Table 17 of PRA-NB-DATA
for each application.

3. The inapplicable events were deleted from each application
and the resulting MGL parameters were obtained. The new MGL
parameters are shown in Table 18 of PRA-NB-DATA for each
application. Since NUREG/CR-5497 did not provide application
descriptions, the generic applications may result in different MGL
parameter values than those provided in NUREG/CR-5497.
Therefore, the plant specific parameters may not be directly
comparable to the values from NUREG/CR-5497.

Response to Observation 2: The data was collected consistent
with the component boundaries identified in the original revision
of the data notebook. The boundaries identified in
NUREG/CR-5497 are consistent with these definitions with one
exception, the diesel generators. The definition for the diesel
generator component boundary provided in NUREG/CR-5497
includes the diesel generator output breaker. To account for this
difference in definitions, those events in the CCF Database that
are due to failures associated with the output breakers were
removed from the database used to develop MGL parameters for
CNP.
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Revised Response to F&O:

ASME RA-Sb-2005 states the following for capability category II,
which is consistent with the current overall capability of the PRA
model: "Use generic common cause failure probabilities
consistent with available plant experience. Evaluate the common
cause failure probabilities consistent with the component
boundaries." The use of realistic common cause failure
probabilities, supported by plant-specific screening, is capability
category I1. Consistent with capability category II and given
limited common cause data, the use of generic MGL factors was
considered preferable to plant-specific screening. Therefore,
plant-specific common cause failure probabilities were calculated
based on plant-specific failure probabilities of individual
components combined with generic MGL factors.

In addition, non-staggered testing was previously assumed for all
MGL factors. This resulted in the following common cause
failures being dominant (i.e., having Fussell-Vesely importance
measures being about 1% or greater): emergency diesel
generator (EDG) fail to run, EDG fail to start, EDG room fans fail
to start, ESW pump fail to run, ESW strainer plugging, CCW
pump fail to run, residual heat removal (RHR) pump fail to start,
and RHR-pump discharge-check-valve fail to open. The MGL
factors for all of these component-and-failure-mode combinations
could have accounted for staggered testing. Subsequently, MGL
factors for most common cause component groups in the PRA
model, which included all of the dominant common cause
component groups, were changed to account for staggered
testing. In general, this reduced significant over-conservatism in
previous MGL factors and corresponding common cause failure
probabilities. Accounting for staggered testing in generic MGL
factors and corresponding common cause failure probabilities
was considered preferable to plant-specific screening.

Common cause component groups were changed to be
consistent with the Westinghouse Owners Group consensus-
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based WCAP-1 5674, Table 3-3, "Recommended List of
Candidate Common Cause Basic Event Groups." Component
boundaries defined for common cause modeling were checked
against those defined in WCAP-1 5674 and NUREG/CR 5497 to
minimize the effect of underestimating or overestimating common
cause failure probabilities. Specifically, this included changes to
common cause component groups and corresponding common
cause failure probabilities related to the following boundaries:
control room instrument distribution (CRID), containment-spray-
pump (CTS) suction motor-operated valves (MOVs), EDGs, ESW
pumps, steam generator stop valves, pressurizer power-operated
relief valves (PORVs), RHR-pump refueling-water-storage-tank
(RWST) suction MOVs.

DA-06 The 4160 and 600VAC Electric System Closed The EDG common cause failure groups are established per unit
Notebook lists the common cause failure since the EDGs are not shared and cannot be cross-tied between
group for the Emergency Diesel Generators units. The 4160 VAC and 600 VAC system notebook has been
(EDGs) as being the Unit 1 EDGs, however, changed to reflect this common cause failure grouping.
all four EDGs belong to a single common
cause group. (Significance Level D)

DA-07 The data notebook does not indicate that a Open The Internal Events PRA model update in 2009 included revising
systematic approach was used to identify CCF groups and data. This effort systematically redefined the
plant specific common cause failure groups. CCF groups in a manner consistent with industry guidance. The
(Significance Level C) remaining issue from this F&O is related to updating the notebook

to discuss/reference the methodologies employed. This
remaining documentation issue does not affect NFPA-805.
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. DA-08 The degree of conservatism in the "unique
unavailabilities" is not in all cases the best
estimate known to be conservative, but this
is judged not to have a significant effect on
the results at this time. (Significance Level
C)

Closed The F&O states that the treatment of PORV challenges following
an initiating event was not best estimate and the degree of
conservatism is unknown. At the time that this F&O was written,
the PRA model included only one basic event to represent the
probability that following an initiating event that the RCS pressure
would increase sufficiently to cause a Pressurizer PORV to open.
The possible resolution suggested by the F&O was to change the
value based on plant specific analyses or if new generic
information becomes available. The response to the F&O was to
create two values to represent the probability that RCS pressure
will increase and cause a PORV to open following an initiator.
The probability of a PORV challenge for a loss of offsite power or
a loss of a DC bus transient was revised to the value used in the
NUREG/CR-4550 analysis of Sequoyah of 0.1. The probability of
a PORV challenge following other plant transients is based on
plant data and involves Bayesian updating of the plant data with
a non-informative prior distribution. Given the relative lack of
data, I&M considers that this approach provides a reasonable a
plant-specific best-estimate.

Closed The data notebook has been updated twice (once completely,
Rev. 3 and once partially, Rev. 3 CS-1) and additional supporting
calculations have been completed since this F&O was written. All
documents have been signed in accordance with applicable
processes. No further disposition required for Internal Events
PRA model. This F&O does not affect NFPA-805.

Open This issue relates to the fact that there is no single, complete list
of basic events that includes long and short descriptions, current
point estimates, distribution parameters, and data source(s). All
of the information just described, however, is contained in several
controlled documents. A potential impact of not having a
comprehensive list is that the list of modeled components and/or
failure modes are incomplete. Given the PRA model historical
development involving numerous different contractors as well as
multiple peer reviews and gap assessments, it is considered
unlikely that a significant component or failure mode has been
omitted from the Internal Events PRA model. No similar issue
was raised reaardinc the Fire PRA durina its Peer Review.

DA-09 Data notebook was not signed by the
reviewer indicated on its cover of notebook,
so it is not clear the document has actually
been reviewed by the reviewer, and, the
document has not been approved.
(Significance Level C)
In many cases there is no description for the
basic events or the description lacks
sufficient detail to understand what the basic
event is modeling.

DA-C1

Revsin Pae -2
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DA-C1 Provide a clear description of the boundaries Open The data collection did consider established boundaries but did
that make up each basic event. Such a not include references to the boundary definitions that were used.
description is provided only for the EDGs This is a documentation issue that has little, if any, numerical
and is not provided consistently for other impact on the Internal Events PRA model. This issue does not
basic events. affect NFPA-805 change evaluations.

DA-C1 There is inconsistency in describing Open The PRA system notebooks have all been revised subsequent to
dominant basic events in the systems the identification of this issue. The specific documentation issue
analyses. For example, the CCW system cited was corrected. The notebook update was performed in
notebook describes important contributors to accordance with the engineering department's calculation
system unavailability as heat exchanger procedure.
"rupture" but the basic event modeled is
"tube plugging."

DA-D4-01 A Bayesian update process was used to Open The Bayesian updated data have been reviewed and appear to
combine industry-generic and plant-specific be reasonable. This issue impacts the Internal Events PRA
data for pumps and emergency diesel model documentation. This issue does not significantly affect
generators. No documentation or NFPA-805 change evaluations.
discussions with the utility demonstrated that
the posterior distributions were checked for
reasonableness. (Finding)

DA-D6-01 Review of the CCF Notebook shows that Open This F&O specifically relates to the EDG CCF component
EDG CCFs for failure to start and failure to boundary. The issue stated is that the data source includes EDG
run were calculated s separately from the room fans within the CCF component boundary while the Internal
associated room cooling fans. These CCF Events PRA model does not (i.e., there are separate CCF BEs for
values are based on NUREG/CR-5497 the EDG room fans). This choice of CCF component boundary
generic CCF parameters that include the was conscious (e.g., in the same calculation, the EDG-to-T-Bus
EDG room fans within the boundary of the breaker CCF BEs were deleted because these breakers are
EDG. The explicit modeling of the EDG within the EDG CCF component boundary in the data source). In
room cooling fans may lead to additional the CCF data source, NUREG/CR-5497, the EDG room cooling is
conservatism of EDG sub-components. shown outside of the EDG component boundary, although the
(Suggestion) report states that room cooling would be included within the

boundary if the licensee reported a ventilation failure that affected
EDG functional operability. Given this ambiguity, the EDG and
EDG room cooling CCFs were maintained separate, which tends
to over predict CCF for the EDGs. Larger values for EDG CCF
would increase the likelihood of SBO following initiating events
that cause loss of offsite power, including fires.
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DA-E2-01 Error factor (characterization of uncertainty) Open This issue impacts the Internal Events PRA model
discrepancies were identified between documentation. This issue does not affect NFPA-805 because
supporting calculation reports. (Finding) uncertainty propagation through the Fire PRA model is addressed

separately and dominated by Fire PRA-specific modeling
elements.

DA-E2-01 There is evidence to suggest that Open The data collection did consider established boundaries but did
established component boundaries were not include references to the boundary definitions that were used.
considered in the data collection process, This is a documentation issue that has no numerical impact on
but the component boundary definitions that the Internal Events PRA model. This issue does not affect
were used were not stated or referenced. NFPA-805 change evaluations.
Component boundary definitions should be
developed and included or cited as
reference. (Finding)

DA-E3-01 The sources of key uncertainty associated Open The numerical impact of this F&O on the Internal Events PRA
with the data analysis were not clearly results was judged to be very small. This issue will be separately
documented. (Suggestion) addressed for the Fire PRA model developed in support of NFPA-

805.
DE-01 A procedure which is less systematic than Closed CCF Guidelines were developed consistent with industry

NUREG/CR-4780 was used to develop the guidance and included as an Appendix in the data notebook.
component groups for common cause, The guidelines developed provide guidance for identifying
however, the groupings used are component groups. These guidelines were used to review and
reasonable. (Significance Level C) revise, as necessary, the CCF groups for all systems. The

application of the revised CCF methodology was included in the
2009 Focused-Scope Peer Review that was conducted.

DE-02 CCF groupings appear to be inconsistent Closed CCF Guidelines were developed consistent with industry
with respect to whether running and standby guidance and included as an Appendix in the data notebook.
components are grouped together. The guidelines developed provide guidance for grouping running
(Significance Level B) and standby components. These guidelines were used to review

and revise, as necessary, the CCF groups for all systems. ESW
pump CCF groups were revised so that both standby and running
pumps are included in CCF groups for fails-to-start and fails-to-
run. The application of the revised CCF methodology was
included in the 2009 Focused-Scope Peer Review conducted.
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HR-01 Cause-Based Decision Tree Method Open Existing internal events PRA model operator actions were
(CBDTM) was used for quantification of the recognized to be based on operator response to a reactor trip
post accident cognitive errors, but use of and/or safety injection as directed by the EOPs, or in response to
CBDTM alone may result in conservative support system failures, as directed by alarm response
and non plant specific HEP values which procedures, abnormal operating procedures or normal operating
may shadow actual important risk procedures. All of these operator actions were re-evaluated for
contributors. (Significance Level C) use in the Fire PRA based on the context of a fire scenario (or

multiple fire scenarios). The development of these fire-response
based operator actions were included in the 2010 Fire PRA
Scope Peer Review that was conducted.

HR-02 Miscalibration of instruments was not Closed Guidelines for the modeling of pre-initiator human errors,
addressed. This may result in including mis-calibration errors, are included in the Fault Tree
underestimation of actual risk since Modeling Guidelines. These guidelines were implemented and
miscalibration can affect multiple trains like a the results are now specifically documented in a new Section 5.2
common cause failure. (Significance Level of each system notebook. The evaluation of mis-calibration
B) HEPs is now included in the HRA notebook (Section 2).

HR-03 Use of bounding HEPs was identified. Use Closed Existing internal events PRA model operator actions were
of bounding HEPs will produce unrealistic recognized to be based on operator response to a reactor trip
results and may shadow actual dominant and/or safety injection as directed by the EOPs, or in response to
contributors to the risk. (Significance Level support system failures, as directed by alarm response
B) procedures, abnormal operating procedures or normal operating

procedures. All of these operator actions were re-evaluated for
use in the Fire PRA based on the context of a fire scenario (or
multiple fire scenarios). The development of these fire-response
based operator actions were included in the 2010 Fire PRA
Scope Peer Review that was conducted.

HR-04 Table 1 in the Human Reliability Analysis Closed All of existing internal events PRA model operator actions were
(HRA) notebook is confusing and there re-evaluated for use in the Fire PRA based on the context of a
should be some additional explanation fire scenario (or multiple fire scenarios). The development of
provided about what the Table is presenting, these fire-response based operator actions were included in the
to aid in understanding how the information 2010 Fire PRA Scope Peer Review that was conducted. A
is tied to the PRA model and results. calculation documents the development of the fire HEPs and this
(Significance Level C) calculation includes several tables identifying the genesis of each

action, its context and its quantification results.
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HR-Cl F&O #SY-9 stated that in part, "In a couple
of places in the SI and AFW system models,
hardware failures are not explicitly modeled
because they are dominated by operator
action failures...." The thrust of this F&O
was on the AFW system as related to the
modeling of CST refill. However, there was
no apparent disposition of the SI model for
combining a human action with hardware
failures into a single basic event. These
single HEP basic events can sometimes
mask importance/success of the related
hardware.

Open No examples of basic events that combined an operator action
and hardware (or ignored hardware) in the Internal Events PRA
SI system model were provided in the F&O, nor could any be
identified. However, it is noted that in the PRA model prior to the
2003 F&O response update, RCP trip failure following loss of
service water initiators only included HEPs. In this case,
appropriate hardware failures were added into the fault tree as
part of the 2003 F&O model update. Per the preceding SR
discussion (see table entry for F&Os AS-Al 0, SC-A12,
SC-Al 8,...), the Fire PRA has addressed the CST portion of this
SR.

HR-G6-01 There is no evidence that CNP checked the Open Existing internal events PRA model operator actions were
internal consistency of the HEPs either for recognized to be based on operator response to a reactor trip
the three Human Failure Events (HFEs) and/or safety injection as directed by the EOPs, or in response to
covered by this review or their complete set support system failures, as directed by alarm response
of HFEs, although there is no appearance of procedures, abnormal operating procedures or normal operating
inconsistency. (Finding) procedures. All of these operator actions were re-evaluated for

use in the Fire PRA based on the context of a fire scenario (or
multiple fire scenarios). The development of these fire-response
based operator actions were included in the 2010 Fire PRA
Scope Peer Review that was conducted.

IE-01 The sum of the mean values for the Closed This F&O was addressed by updating the error factors to be more
lognormal distributions that describe the consistent with generic estimates and .adding the source of the
generic single and dual unit loss of offsite prior error factor to the initiating events notebook to allow
power frequency derived are in the range of reproduction of the results obtained.
other generic estimates but their variance
appears lower. (Significance Level C) In addition, the initiating event frequencies were developed

independently for the Fire PRA model so that the Internal Events
PRA model initiating events are not used in the.Fire PRA model.
As a result, this F&O has no impact for NFPA-805.
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IE-02 There are several cases where an initiating
event category with more severe impact is
subsumed by another category with less
severe impact. This may have a significant
affect on the calculated CDF. (Significance
Level B)

Closed The initiating event categories have been reviewed and revised.
Inadvertent Closure of all MSIVs, Loss of Condenser Vacuum,
Turbine Bypass Unavailable, Loss of all Condensate Flow, and
Loss of Non-Safety-Related Cooling Water were removed from
Turbine Trip (or Transients with Power Conversion System
Available) and added to Transients with Steam Conversion
System Not Available. Subsumed events meet appropriate
criteria, and these initiator frequencies were revised. More
discussion of effects of loss of control air was added to clarify the
basis for the conclusion that this event is grouped appropriately
with Transients with Steam Conversion System Not Available.
Tables and text were made consistent which addressed the
remaining issues.

In addition, the initiating event frequencies were developed
independently for the Fire PRA model so that the Internal Events
PRA model initiating events are not used in the Fire PRA model.
As a result, this F&O has no impact for NFPA-805.

IE-03 It appears that all initiator categories are Closed A table in the initiating events notebook provides a listing of the
accounted for, but a cross reference initiator categories and the NUREG/CR 5750 category from which
mapping categories to an acceptable source they originate. The appropriate text location was revised to cite
would ensure completeness. (Significance this table and the discussion of the cross reference was
Level C) enhanced.

In addition, the initiating event frequencies were developed
independently for the Fire PRA model so that the Internal Events
PRA model initiating events are not used in the Fire PRA model.
As a result, this F&O has no impact for NFPA-805.

IE-04 Although the initiators retained for system Open This issue relates specifically to the Internal Events PRA model
losses that lead to initiating events seem since the Fire PRA explicitly considers fire-damage to support
reasonable, the structured process used to system components via the cable impacts and does not assume
obtain these results was not discussed in the a support system initiating event applies to a specific area. There
model documentation. (Significance Level C) is no effect of this F&O on NFPA-805 change evaluations
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IE-05 A single value is used for the probability of Closed The probability of a PORV challenge following an initiator has
pressurizer Power Operated Relief valve been provided separate values for transient initiators and for
(PORV) or safety valve challenge following LOSP or loss of DC power initiators. These values were
all transients, without any other determined in accordance with the methodology used in
considerations for how the probability might NUREG/CR-4550 for Sequoyah. Basic events
depend on the transient. (Significance Level WBMV-NRVS-CHALNG, and WXRV-SV-CHALNGD probabilities
B) are determined in the Internal Initiating Events Analysis

Notebook.
IE-07 The Loss of DC initiating event was Closed The loss of DC IE fault tree model for each unit was revised to

quantified by fault tree analysis and obtains move the general failure of the distribution cabinets up in the fault
results that are not comparable result to tree so that this basic event by itself leads to a loss of DC
other plants. (Significance Level B) initiating event.

In addition, it was determined that the basic event for the manual
switches should be deleted. Upon reviewing the original analysis
and data source it was concluded that the value used is
inappropriate and the transfer open of this switch is properly
included in the general failure event above.

The loss of DC IE frequency from the revised model is 8.8E-04
per critical year. This compares favorably with 7E-4 per critical
year from NUREG/CR-5750 (no applicable events).

IE-C1 A good justification is lacking for why earlier Open The initiating event frequencies were developed independently
years of operational experience are for the Fire PRA model so that the Internal Events PRA model
excluded (207 trips) in the plant trip initiation initiating events are not used in the Fire PRA model. As a result,
frequency. Note, however, that these trips this F&O has no impact for NFPA-805.
are accounted for when evaluating the
PORV challenge frequency.

IF-B3-01 Flood source flow rates and capacities were Open The numerical impact of this F&O on the Internal Events PRA
determined without considering source results is judged to be very small. Since failures causing flood
temperatures. It also appears that High initiating events are independent of fire initiators, there is no
Energy Line Break (HELB) was excluded effect of this F&O on NFPA-805 change evaluations.
from the Internal Flood Analysis because it
was performed separately. (Suggestion)
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IF-C3-01 The Systems, Structures and Components Open This issue only impacts the Internal Events PRA model flood
(SSCs) affected by any given flood are listed initiating events documentation. This issue does not affect
in an Attachment of a PRA calculation. NFPA-805 change evaluations.
However, the list does not identify the
specific flood-induced failure mechanism for
these SSCs. (Suggestion)

L2-01 Editorial Comment: Section 3.0 reference to Open This documentation issue has no numerical implications for the
DG-1061 should be changed to RG-1.174. Internal Events PRA model. Accordingly, there is no effect of this
(Significance Level D) F&O on NFPA-805.

L2-02 The impact of containment failure prior to Open This issue relates specifically to the Internal Events PRA model
core mode has been evaluated with respect large LOCA initiating event. There is no effect of this F&O on
to LERF, assuming that offsite protective NFPA-805 change evaluations.
actions would have directed evacuation of
the surrounding population prior to core
damage, and this may not be reasonable for
large LOCA initiated sequences.
(Significance Level C)

L2-03 At CNP, actions to depressurize the Reactor Open This issue identifies that the Internal Events PRA model
Coolant System (RCS), e.g., open PORVs, conservatively determines LERF because no credit is taken for
at the onset of core damage have been opening PORVs (whether directed by EOPs or SAMGs) to lower
moved from the EOPs to the Severe RCS pressure after the onset of core damage. Although this
Accident Mitigatino Guidelines (SAMGs), approach is consistent with the guidance provided for the
which may impact the generic containment simplified LERF model used, the CC for this sub-element is I.
failure probabilities in the simplified LERF This over-estimate of LERF implies that NFPA-805 change
model, since they implicitly include the evaluations will obtain more limiting delta-LERF values than a
likelihood of such action. (Significance Level more realistic model achieving a CC I1.
C)
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L2-04 The LERF calculation omitted containment
isolation failure from the LERF equation
based on its low probability, but neglected
the contribution due to "pre-existing failures."
(Significance Level B)

Closed The containment isolation notebook, fault tree model, and basic
event probabilities have been updated, including pre-existing
failures. The failure probability of containment fluid penetrations
considered as pre-existing leaks was updated to 5.OE-03 per the
value in NUREG/CR-4550, Volume 5, Revision 1, Part 1,
Analysis of Core Damage Frequency: Sequoyah, Unit 1 Internal

Events." The unavailability of the CIS system, assuming all
support systems are available, is now calculated to be 5.09E-03.

The containment isolation model was incorporated explicitly into
the LERF analysis by including failure to isolate under an OR for
each of the LERF functional equations utilized in the event tree.
Appropriate use of house events accounted for initiator
dependencies.
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L2-05 Generic split fractions from the NUREG/CR-
6595 simplified LERF model are assumed to
apply without any specific evaluation to
support the assumption. (Significance Level
B)

Closed In addition to the considerations identified in the F&O, it should
be noted that the containment fragility curves are only one
element in the determination of the containment failure
probabilities cited in NUREG/CR-6595. Differences in other
design features between CNP and Sequoyah could be significant
factors related to the creation of the phenomenological challenge
to the containment building. For example, the CNP plant has
instrument holes in the reactor cavity walls that allow sump water
to flow to the reactor cavity compartment even at low sump water
levels; this assures that there are no truly "dry cavity" sequences
at CNP as there are at Sequoyah which does not have such
holes. Since the method for determining the split fractions used
in NUREG/CR-6595 has not been explicitly identified in the
literature, the impacts and significance of any such differences
are difficult to estimate.

In summary, development of plant-specific LERF values for the
CNP is judged to not be required. This conclusion is based on
the similarity between the CNP containment fragility curve and
the aggregate Sequoyah curve, and the other significant
uncertainties associated with determining LERF, both with
characterizing the severe accident phenomena as well as
inherent in the expert elicitation process. Accordingly, the
decision was made to proceed using the LERF split fractions
provided in NUREG/CR-6595.

LE-Al, LE- Use of NUREG/CR 6595 for containment Open This SR implies that the LERF model is also conservative for the
B1, LE-C3, modeling is considered "conservative" and is Fire PRA. The numerical effect of such a conservatism would be
LE-C4, LE- considered by Regulatory Guide (RG)-1.200 to increase the predicted LERF for fire initiators. This
D1, LE-E1 to be Capability Category I. conservatism would increase the fire risk estimated for NFPA-805

change evaluations based on LERF.
MU-01 Draft PRA Maintenance and Update Closed The PRA Maintenance and Update Procedure was finalized.

Procedure could be improved by focusing Specific direction for calculation preparers and reviewers to use
the list of criteria on key items with specific guidance in the applicable standards is included. This procedure
actions or directions for analysts. revision was performed to satisfy an F&O from the Fire PRA Peer
(Significance Level C) Review. Accordingly, there is no effect of this F&O on NFPA-

805.
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MU-02 There is not currently a formal procedure or
process for the control of the PRA models.
(Significance Level B)

Closed The PRA model files are controlled by utilizing the Engineering
Department Calculation procedure. In particular, the model files
are copied to a CD-R format compact disk that is included in the
Quantification evaluation.

All notebooks and supporting documentation are also controlled
in accordance with site procedures, utilizing the Nuclear
Document Management system for controlled documents. PRA
processes (i.e., system notebook preparation and quantification
evaluation) require independent review and approval.

Software packages used for PRA purposes are controlled via the
site software control procedure.

The PRA model files are maintained on the networked share
drive. Access to this drive is limited to those individuals
designated by the PRA group supervisor. The PRA model files
stored on the PRA group share are write-protected and
authorization to change file permissions is limited.

QU-02 A house event structure for Loss of DC has Closed Fault tree logic was reviewed and, previously omitted house
been incorrectly developed in fault trees events were added to the CCW initiator logic such that CCW
developed for Component Cooling Water pump starts were guaranteed failure for the applicable Loss of
(CCW) and possibly Essential Service Water 250 V DC event.
(ESW). (Significance Level B)

QU-03 The calculation of ISLOCA initiating event Closed The methodology from NUREG/CR-5744 was adopted to
frequency does not consider correlated calculate the ISLOCA initiating event frequencies taking into
failures of valves in series, i.e., RHR consideration the correlated data contribution for valves in series
discharge and suction (Significance Level B) with the same data distributions.

QU-04 Some loss of CCW and ESW sequences Closed The observations and possible resolutions included in this F&O
involving tripping the RCPs, depressurizing cover several issues. Each is discussed below.
the RCS, and restoring CCW or ESW,
appear to be overly optimistic. (Significance 1. The time allowed for the operators to trip reactor coolant
Level B) pumps, following loss of CCW or ESW, has been revised to two

minutes in all notebooks and this timing is used in the analysis.
The Event Tree Notebook and HRA Notebook have been revised
to reflect this change and to be consistent with one another.
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Failure of the RCP breakers to open has been added to the fault
tree used for the RCP top event.

2. The accident progression in the Event Tree Notebook was
revised to reflect the use of FR-C.2 to initiate RCS cooldown with
FR-C. 1 as a backup. The timing of the cues that cause the
operators to enter these procedures was confirmed with MAAP
runs and this timing was incorporated into the HEPs that model
the cooldown. The HRA notebook was also revised to reflect this
timing.

The capability of two out of four steam generator PORVs to
complete depressurization and allow accumulator and RHR
injection was confirmed with MAAP runs. These MAAP runs also
removed the requirement for pressurizer PORVs on
depressurization.

3. Recovery of ESW and CCW is modeled with fault trees
that consider the failure involved and these fault trees have been
incorporated into the quantification process. Also, the MAAP
runs mentioned above allow up to two hours to recover cooling to
RHR pumps before core damage. Since the RHR pumps are
limited to 90 minutes of operation without CCW cooling, the time
available to recover cooling water was extended to 90 minutes.

Open Adequate convergence is demonstrated by comparison of the
latest Internal Events PRA model results for cases with truncation
levels at least 5 and 7 orders of magnitude below event
probability (e.g., CDF increase < 5%). The remaining issue from
this F&O is related to documentation and does not-affect NFPA-
805.

QU-05 Multiple frequency truncation limits are used
in the quantification for different events.
There is evidence that the model results
tend to converge as the truncation is
lowered, however, demonstration of results
convergence could be enhanced.
(Sianificance Level C)

QU-06 A formal search performed for unique or Open The numerical impact of this F&O on the Internal Events PRA
unusual sources of uncertainty not present in results was judged to be very small. This issue will be separately
the typical or generic plant analysis is not addressed for the Fire PRA model developed in support of NFPA-
sufficiently documented. (Significance Level 805.
C)
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QU-07 There are inconsistencies in the HRA Closed Existing internal events PRA model operator actions were
modeling of dependency between RCS recognized to be based on operator response to a reactor trip
cooldown and depressurization and transfer and/or safety injection as directed by the EOPs, or in response to
to recirculation. (Significance Level B) support system failures, as directed by alarm response

procedures, abnormal operating procedures or normal operating
procedures. All of these operator actions were re-evaluated for
use in the Fire PRA based on the context of a fire scenario (or
multiple fire scenarios). The development of these fire-response
based operator actions were included in the 2010 Fire PRA
Scope Peer Review that was conducted.

QU-F5 A&M should consider documenting the Open The PRA model results are developed by utilizing the
process used for independent review of Engineering Department Calculation procedure. This procedure
computer code results as part of the PRA defines appropriate independent review criteria for computer
general guidance document, code results.

SC-A2 Explain the potential impact on the model Open The effect of identifying a core damage condition when the
and associated success criteria with regard highest core node temperature exceeds 1400OF is that additional
to the conservative nature of MAAP pump capability is required to mitigate the temperature transient.
analyses which assume a core damage As a result, the numerical effect is that the CDF is somewhat
temperature threshold of 14000F. conservative since fewer equipment failures will result in core

damage.

The actual impact of this core damage criterion is limited to a
small number of scenarios. Only scenarios in which the credited
inventory makeup results in mitigating the core temperature
excursion after it exceeds 1400OF but before it reaches a higher
core damage criterion temperature (e.g., 22000 F) would be
conservatively identified as core damage.

The MAAP runs performed in support of the Fire PRA addressed
this comment by identifying three cases as successfully mitigated
if the core temperature transient did not exceed 1400OF for longer
than 30 minutes and the total clad oxidation was less than 1%.
This approach reduced the conservatism that is the cause of this
comment.

The specific effects of reducing further conservatism in the core
damage criterion has not been studied in detail. Such changes
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would be expected to allow operator actions to occur slightly
later. And, nominally lower HEP values would be expected as a
result for a small number of operator actions. This would not be
expected to significantly impact NFPA-805 change evaluations.

Closed This issue only impacts the Internal Events PRA model flood
initiating events documentation. This issue does not affect
NFPA-805 change evaluations.

ST-02 Erroneous screening criteria used for
Internal Flooding (IF) Analysis causes under-
prediction of IF Risk. (Significance Level A)

A brief description of the F&O disposition follows.

A detailed series of analyses was performed to determine
possible internal flood sources and plant responses to flood
initiators. These analyses were performed with the specific
purpose of satisfying the Capability Category II requirements.
The starting point was to review two hundred fire areas for
possible flood impacts. Of these, seventy-two fire areas were
qualitatively screened from further flood consideration. The
remaining one-hundred twenty-eight fire areas were divided into
eighty distinct flood areas.

Each flood area was assessed for possible sources of flooding,
flood propagation paths, systems, structures and components
that could be impacted by floods in the area, the plant initiator(s)
that would be caused by a flood in the area, mitigation features in
the area, and how floods in the space could propagate to
interfacing areas. This resulted in three hundred twenty-nine
flood groups (i.e., a flood group consisted of a unique flood
source in a particular flood area).

The flood groups were qualitatively screened and/or
quantitatively screened using criteria consistent with industry
guidance. The purpose of the qualitative screening criteria was
to identify those flood scenarios that challenged normal plant
operation and required successful mitigation to prevent core
damage. The purpose of the quantitative screening criteria was
to identify those flood areas with a predicted CDF contribution
above 1 E-9/yr when bounding high values were used to
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represent the flood initiator frequency.

Following the screening efforts, sixty-five dominant flood groups
were quantitatively assessed using flood growth event trees to
determine more realistic estimates for CDF contribution. This
resulted in sixteen flood groups with CDF contributions above 1 E-
9/yr. These flood groups were integrated into the internal events
PRA model.

SY-01 The calculation for Unfavorable Exposure Open This issue relates specifically to the Internal Events PRA model
Time (UET) for Anticpated Transient Without since there are no fire-induced ATWS sequences in the fire PRA.
Scram (ATWS) pressure relief generally There is no effect of this F&O on NFPA-805 change evaluations
follows the approach defined in WCAP-
11992, however, the calculated UETs are
expressed as "fraction of cycle" without
adjustment for use in annual CDF
calculations, as specified in the WCAP.
(Significance Level C)

SY-02 Assumptions about PORV block availability Open The numerical impact of this F&O on the Internal Events PRA
in the PORV logic models appear to be results is judged to be very small if PORV block valve availability
overly-conservative and not well supported, is increased. The overly-conservative failure probability implies
while the basis for the air bottle capacity that fire scenarios that induce other PORV failure are more likely
appears to be inadequately documented. to proceed to core damage. This over-estimate of PORV failure
(Significance Level C) implies that NFPA-805 change evaluations will obtain more

limiting delta-CDF values than a more realistic model.
SY-03 Editorial Comments for AFW Notebook Closed The editorial comments were addressed by making the identified

Assumptions. (Significance Level D) corrections.

This was only a documentation issue and no PRA model change
was required to address this F&O.

SY-04 In the SI system notebook, the success Closed The SI system notebook was enhanced to provide the requested
criteria for the different combinations of information. The sequence-specific success criteria were
pumps required for success are listed identified appropriately in the event tree notebook, which
without specifying the scenarios to which documents the event tree development and determines the
they apply. (Significance Level C) model results.
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SY-05 Diversion flow paths that adversely affect Closed Fault Tree Modeling Guidelines were developed and
success criteria or timing of events may implemented that include flow diversion considerations. A review
have been eliminated without sufficient of flow diversion paths has been performed on those systems
justification. (Significance Level B) included in the PRA model based on these guidelines and this

review is documented in the revised PRA system notebooks. The
specifics regarding inclusion and exclusion of potential system
flow diversions are addressed in Section 5.1 of each of the
system notebooks, "Assumptions and Boundary Conditions." The
10% of flow area criteria (or 1/3 diameter) included previously, as
a general assumption in some of the system notebooks is no
longer used for any of the system models.

SY-06 Although the high pressure injection fault Closed The Internal Events PRA model update in 2009 included revising
tree includes individual failures of two series CCF groups and data. This effort added the identified CCF group
valves whose closure prevents flow and basic events to the model. This issue does not affect NFPA-
diversion, a small portion of the failure of this 805.
action is missed because the common cause
factor is neglected. (Significance Level C)

SY-07 Although the PRA modeling approach for Open This is a documentation issue that has no numerical impact on
systems with a normally running pump on the Internal Events PRA model. This issue does not affect
one train is reasonable, it is not explained in NFPA-805 change evaluations.
the SI Notebook where it is used for CVCS
pumps. (Significance Level D)

SY-08 Although the model correctly accounts for Closed Description of how heat exchanger plugging is modeled has been
potential ESW and CTS fouling but the added to diesel generators, containment spray heat exchangers,
documentation could be improved, and component cooling water heat exchangers. This is a
(Significance Level D) documentation issue that has no numerical impact on the Internal

Events PRA model. This issue does not affect NFPA-805 change
evaluations.
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SY-09 In a couple of system models, component
hardware failures are not modeled explicitly
because they are dominated by operator
action failures. (Significance Level B)

SY-10 There seems to be inconsistency between
the success criteria and the implementation
in the model for the pressure relief success
criteria for ATWS. (Significance Level B)

Closed The CST inventory required to remove decay heat for 24 hours
has been determined and the fraction of time that a CST contains
less than this inventory has been determined to be 2.26%. The
AFW fault trees have been modified so that makeup to the CSTs
is not required except for when the CST inventory is less than
that required to remove decay heat for 24 hours. A firmer basis
has been added to the AFW notebook to justify not explicitly
modeling the hardware needed to provide CST makeup and
using a single human action to model the total failure to provide
makeup. The value quantified for the original HEP was
developed using standard, accepted HRA methodology and is
considered acceptable for the AFW models.

Closed The ATWS pressure relief models (Gates GPOR500 and
GPOR800 of the PORVP fault tree) have been redone to be
based on total relief capacity required (in terms of equivalent
PORVs). The original success criteria provided only the
Unfavorable Exposure Time for all SRV available and various
combinations of PORVs available. This has been expanded to
allow 1 SRV to fail if 2 additional PORVs are available since the
capacity of an SRV is twice that of a PORV. Section 5 of the
PORV notebook (item 2 of the revised Section 5.3.1) has been
revised to include the development of the combination of failures
of SRV and PORV that lead to failure of pressure relief for an
ATWS.

The second part of the observation compares the fault tree
results in PORV notebook for Unit 1 with the statements in the
Event Tree notebook for Unit 2. The two units have different
PORV requirements. The results and the statements are both
correct and consistent for each unit. Table L-1 of the Event Tree
notebook has been revised to include the success criteria for
both units.
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SY-11 Passive failure modeling in the loss of
service water system initiating event logic is
inadequate. (Significance Level A)

Closed Fault Tree Modeling Guidelines were developed that include
passive failure considerations. Passive failures have been
addressed in accordance with these Guidelines for all system
models. Specific modeling assumptions are included in Section 5
of each system notebook for which passive failures have been
included.

In addition, heat exchanger ruptures, system leaks, and heat
exchanger plugging have been addressed for the CCW and ESW
systems in both their initiating event models and plugging has
been added to their system response models. Common cause
failure of ESW system strainers is treated consistently for all
initiators. CCW heat exchanger rupture has been removed, as it
is considered an internal flood initiator.

SY-12 Common cause failure modeling for 250V Closed Common cause failure of battery chargers has been added to the
DC battery chargers was not included in the DC power models.
model. (Significance Level C)

SY-13 The documentation provides a reasonable Open This is a documentation issue that has no numerical impact on
basis for performing the system analysis the Internal Events PRA model. This issue does not affect
and, in general, maintains consistency with NFPA-805 change evaluations.
proven approaches, but does not include a
discussion of the potential for initiating
events due to system faults, a discussion of
spatial dependencies, or a table of both
support systems and the effect on the
component of the loss of the support system.
(Significance Level C)

SY-14 The only guidance available for systems Open Fault Tree Modeling Guidelines have been developed and used
analyses is the guidance from the Individual to verify the updated fault trees.
Plant Examination (IPE). (Significance Level
C)

SY-15 The system notebook for the EDGs states Open This is a documentation issue that has no numerical impact on
that the capacity of the EDG day tanks will the Internal Events PRA model. This issue does not affect
supply the EDGs for 2 hours, but the NFPA-805 change evaluations.
notebook does not explicitly identify that fuel
oil is included in the fail-to-run probability.
(Significance Level D)
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SY-16 In the PORV fault tree for automatic Open The pressure sensors required to actuate to open the pressurizer
operation, the hardware required for PORVs have been added to the system models.
pressure sensing and signal generation is
not modeled. (Significance Level C)

SY-17 Cross-tie for AFW from Unit 2 does not Open The Fire PRA revised the AFW cross-tie model to explicitly
consider the need for AFW at Unit 2, so the account for the possibility that the non-fire-affected unit AFW was
fault trees presume both motor driven pumps unavailable for use due to its own AFW demand.
at Unit 2 are available for supply to unit 1 in
the event the three pumps at Unit 1 fail.
(Significance Level C)

SY-1 8 The fault trees have limited modeling of Closed Fault Tree Modeling Guidelines addressing the issues raised in
passive failures, functional failures and this F&O were developed and implemented for each system
"subtle interactions." (Significance Level B) included in the F&O resolution update. The Guidelines are

provided below:

Specifically for each of the examples cited in the F&O:

a. Plugging has been added as a failure mode to all systems
containing raw lake water where plugging was not considered
previously. The plugging failure mode was added to an
appropriate functional pipe segment in the containment spray,
CCW, RHR and diesel generator systems and the AFW room
cooler ESW lines. The addition is in accordance with the Fault
Tree Modeling Guidelines. Plugging was adequately modeled for
other systems per the guidelines.

b. Failure modes for leak and rupture have been addressed for
the CCW and ESW systems. This resulted in leak events being
added to the models for each of the systems. Rupture of heat
exchangers has been added for the diesel-generator coolers and
was previously included where necessary in accordance with the
Fault Tree Modeling Guidelines.

c. Failure to restore components after maintenance events is
now summarized in a Pre-initiator section (new section 5.2) of
each system notebook.
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d. Spurious operation was considered per the Fault Tree
Modeling Guidelines and addressed in Section 5.1 of each
system notebook.

e. Changes were made in the HPR, 2HPR, LPI, and 2LPI fault
trees to model the failures of the RHR pump recirculation valves
(IMO-312 and IMO-322) to open when the RCS pressure is
above the RHR pump discharge pressure. Failures of the valves
include independent and common cause failure. House events
were added to the model such that these valve failures would be
applicable only during high-pressure scenarios.

f. Miscalibration potential errors are evaluated in the Pre-
Initiator section of each system notebook. Those errors with the
potential to impact system operation are evaluated in the HRA
notebook and included in the ECCS, containment spray,
containment isolation, and CCW system models.

The Guidelines

The systems analysis (fault trees) should make every effort to
include passive failures, functional failures, subtle failures and
interactive failures. While these failure modes will not have any
significant effect on the random independent failure probabilities
of the train (or maybe even the system), there are two reasons
why the lesser failures should be included.

1 st) The lesser failures should be included because they may
have common cause characteristics, which when taken
altogether could be a significant source of system
unreliability.

2 d) The lesser failure modes may relate to future reliability
issues of the plant.

3 rd) They may provide insight for generic failure issues
4 th) They may actually improve insight into the operation of

the system
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The following guidelines are provided for use in system modeling
for the revision of the 2001 update of the CNP fault tree models.

1. Spurious actuation or false signals do not need to be
modeled unless:

a) They have occurred in the past and have been shown to
interfere with system operation.

b) They fail the function of the system in a time that allows no
chance for recovery.

c) Spurious actuation would cause a non-recoverable failure.

2. Plugging of systems within the 24-hour mission time must be
considered for raw water systems or contaminated systems.
Also, plugging must be considered for any system involved in
a system initiating event fault tree. If plugging is modeled,
only one event per functional pipe segment should be
included. The event can be attached to the pipe segment,
valve, heat exchanger, or filter in the train.

3. Plugging of valves or piping is not modeled for a 24-hour
mission time unless one of the following is true:

a) The valve or pipe is never flow tested.
b) The interval between flow tests is several years or more.
c) The valve or pipe is in a seawater, raw water or highly

borated water system (borated to the extent that heat
tracing is required to prevent precipitation and flow
blockage).

4. Include passive failures that are likely to be important, e.g.,
common suction strainer blockage.

5. In general, piping and valve ruptures are not modeled for 24-
hour mission times. Piping and valve ruptures should be
included for mission times of one year or longer. If rupture is
included, only one event per functional pipe segment should
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be included and can be attached to the pipe segment, valve,
or heat exchanger, or filter in the train. Consideration should
be given to human actions to isolate the rupture prior to
significant system impact. Rupture events that would be
included as internal flooding initiators should not be included.

6. Heat exchangers should postulate rupture, leak, and
plugging. The difference between leak and rupture is the
following. Leak is a higher probability event and will not
cause immediate loss of the system, but for leak rate on the
order of 100 gpm, will cause loss of the train due to inventory
problems or flooding problems. Rupture is a much lower
probability event, but will cause instant system loss.

7. Modeling of diversion paths cannot rely strictly on the 1/3
diameter rule. Flow diversion which fails the function of the
system must be considered for effect on flow, effect on
inventory, and effect on flooding. The amount of flow
diversion rather than the diameter of the diversion pipe must
be considered. The effect on inventory for the mission time
and whether the system is once-through or closed-loop must
be considered.

8. Consider failures caused by insufficient NPSH in the pump
suctions. Also, consider failures caused by insufficient min-
flow during times of operation above the pump shutoff head.

9. Consider conditions of pump trip on pump run out caused by
failure to control downstream pressure.

10. Component failure to restore (mispositioning) events need
not be modeled if any of the following are true:

a) Auto-realignment of the component occurs when the
system is demanded,

b) Testing following maintenance would indicate a failure to
restore,
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c) The component is not aligned away from its normal position
during maintenance,

d) Mispositioning is annunciated in the control room or is
checked each shift or daily.

11. Include hydraulic backflow models where necessary.

12. Balance the model such that any loop can experience a
LOCA and any SG can experience a tube rupture.

13. Ensure the models contain as a minimum:

a) CCF contributors,
b) Test and maintenance unavailability,
c) Operator errors that influence system operability (where

appropriate),
d) False instrument signals that can cause failures of the

system.

14. Ensure that dependencies for power and cooling are
modeled in the fault tree.

15. Ensure potential degraded environments due to loss of room
cooling, or steam line break is considered.

16. In modeling cross-tie from other unit, the unavailability of the
other unit's equipment should be modeled in precise terms,
including the functional inoperability in shutdown modes. This
includes T&M time in shutdown modes if the Tech Specs for
shutdown are not the same as for power. Also, must consider
dual unit success criteria for times when both units will
require the system in question.

17. Human interactions can occur before an initiating event,
when plant personnel affect availability and safety of the plant
either by inadvertently disabling equipment during testing,
maintenance, and calibration. These types of human
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interactions include testing, calibration, and maintenance
errors that degrade system reliability. A review of each
system should be performed to identify areas where the
potential exists for human errors to occur prior to an initiating
event and have a significant impact on system performance.
As part of the review, all system actuation signals and
sensors should be identified and evaluated to determine if an
error prior to an initiating event could disable or degrade a
mitigating function.

Performing this evaluation, HFEs, including dependencies
and interfaces between HFEs and the capability of the
operator to affect more than one component, train or system,
can be screened from further consideration when plant-
specific evaluations show one of the following criteria are
met:

1. No Impact on PRA
1A Not in PRA model.
1B No impact on (not relevant to) PRA top event (CDF or

LERF).
1 C No impact on component success criteria.

2. Design Methods of Detection or Correction of Fault
2A Compelling indication such as an annunciator or

monitor recognizable by operator before or during
restoration back to service.

2B Component can be actuated or repositioned
successfully upon an actuation signal.

3. Multiple Administrative Methods of Detection and Correction
of Fault

3A Operability test after maintenance or calibration AND
verified on a periodic checklist (daily or more frequent).

3B Operability test after maintenance or calibration AND
independent verification.

3C Independent verification AND the component is sealed.
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3D System or component is re-aligned with a startup
procedure.

4. No or Insignificant Impact on PRA Results
4A Insignificant contributor to PRA results.

5. Hardware Failures (Used to Screen Historical Events)
5A Manufacturing defect.
5B Error caused by instrument drift.
5C Resulted from equipment damage due to material

defect.

SY-19 Recovery for ESW and CCW does not
consider the cause of failure; NSAC-161
recovery factors are applied to all system
failures evenly. (Significance Level B)

The above criteria were developed from NUREG/CR-4772. The
criteria are presented in order of priority with those criteria
presented first being the first criteria checked in the screening
process in order to make the process more manageable and
defendable.

Closed Both the ESW and CCW fault trees were modified to specifically
address the differing recovery probabilities for valve and pump
failures, while the ESW fault tree was modified to also consider
recovery for strainer plugging. Recovery of pump or valve failure
requires operator actions that would be performed outside the
control room. As a result, recovery credit is limited to correction
of only one of the potentially several recoverable valve or pump
faults that may have resulted in failure of the system. Recovery
of plugged strainers can be accomplished by automatic action to
shift the on-line strainer to the standby strainer. Since recovery
of a plugged strainer is an automatic action, it is credited in all
applicable cutsets. System level recovery failures are no longer
aoolied.

SY-20 The model correctly includes sump strainer Open This is a documentation issue that has no numerical impact on
plugging, but the documentation is incorrect, the Internal Events PRA model. This issue does not affect
(Significance Level D) NFPA-805 change evaluations.
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SY-Al 5-01 The Supplemental Diesel Generator (SDG) Open This issue only impacts the Internal Events PRA model
model does not include pre-existing documentation. Further, the Fire PRA model does not include
maintenance errors. Section 5.2 of the SDG credit for SDG operation. As a result, this issue does not affect
notebook discusses pre-existing NFPA-805 change evaluations.
maintenance errors and the basis for
excluding them. While the exclusion bases
are appropriate, it is suggested that a tie to
the screening criteria employed be included
in the text. (Suggestion)

SY-A19-01 SDG notebook does not identify the Open The SDG design did consider environmental factors since the
environmental conditions such as excessive SDGs are a backup for the EDGs. This is a documentation issue
heat loads, excessive electrical loads or that has no numerical impact on the Internal Events PRA model.
excessive humidity that might lead to SDG Further, the Fire PRA model does not include credcit for SDG
system failure. (Finding) operation. As a result, this issue does not affect NFPA-805

change evaluations.
TH-01 The medium LOCA event tree analysis Open The numerical impact of this F&O on the Internal Events PRA

assumes that upon failure of AFW, feed and results is judged to be very small. Since no fire consequentially
bleed is required, but success of AFW causes a Medium LOCA event, there is no effect of this F&O on
should not be required and feed and bleed NFPA-805 change evaluations.
should be unnecessary. (Significance Level
C)

TH-02 MAAP runs evaluating containment Open This issue relates specifically to the Internal Events PRA model.
overpressure timing for large LOCA obtained Since no fire consequentially causes a Large LOCA event, there
results that seemed overly conservative, is no effect of this F&O on NFPA-805 change evaluations..
The success criteria documentation would
be improved by providing hard copies of
some additional output (e.g., plots) of plant
specific analyses (MAAP runs, etc.); this
would also improve the ability to evaluate not
only the correctness of the conclusion, but
also the reasonableness of the overall
results. (Significance Level C)

TH-03 There appears to be an inconsistency Open This is a documentation issue that has no numerical impact on
between the current event trees and the the Internal Events PRA model. The event trees and fault trees
success criteria notebook text. (Significance correctly implement the success criteria but the success criteria
Level D) notebook needs updating. This issue does not affect NFPA-805

change evaluations.
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TH-04 This is a suggestion for making the bases for Open The fire PRA has performed separate evaluations for room heat-
Heating Ventilation Air Conditioning (HVAC) up and need for HVAC. This issue does not affect NFPA-805
dependency modeling decisions clearer and change evaluations.
more traceable. (Significance Level C)

TH-05 The Containment Equalization (CEQ) fans Open The CEQ fans are not credited in the Fire PRA model. The effect
are not included in the hydrogen control of incorporating CEQ fans into the Internal Events PRA or Fire
evaluation for LERF estimation. PRA would be to reduce the values used for the LERF
(Significance Level C) conditional probabilities. As a result, the existing LERF estimates

are considered conservatively high.
TH-06 The basic success criteria based on MAAP Closed In support of Fire PRA model development, a calculation has

analyses were developed in the 1991/1992 been performed to establish revised Level 1 thermal-hydraulic
time frame. (Significance Level B) success criteria. The calculation includes 92 new MAAP runs

performed using MAAP 4.0.5. The 92 new cases include:

- 6 cases related to core uncovery timing if pressurizer PORVs
stick-open.

- 41 success criteria cases involving plant response following a
transient. Many of these cases include one or more stuck-open
Steam Generator PORVs. If these cases yielded an
unsuccessful outcome, then sequence timing information was
determined.

- 45 success criteria cases involving RCP seal LOCA or various
small LOCA sizes. If these cases yielded an unsuccessful
outcome, then sequence timing information was determined.

The Fire PRA used the results of this new calculation as
applicable.
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TH-08 Unable to establish basis for the time
available to actuate bleed and feed for
transients without steam conversion.
(Significance Level C)

Closed In support of Fire PRA model development, a calculation has
been performed to establish revised Level I thermal-hydraulic
success criteria. The calculation includes 92 new MAAP runs
performed using MAAP 4.0.5. The 92 new cases include 12
transient cases that investigated sequence timing given a loss of
AFW to determine the time available for initiating bleed and feed
or the minimum equipment required to mitigate the scenario.
These scenarios validated the time available to initiate bleed and
feed for transients without steam conversion mentioned in the
F&O.

The Fire PRA used the results of this new calculation.
TH-09 There is a reference in the Event Tree Open This is a documentation issue that has no numerical impact on

notebook to NUREG-1 335, and the Internal Events PRA model. This issue does not affect
consideration should be given to changing NFPA-805 change evaluations.
this to a more current reference such as RG
1.174. (Significance Level C)
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Attachment S - Table S-3 Implementation Items

Item Unit Description LAR Section I Source

S-3.1 1,2 Initial General Employee Training (GET) will be verified and / or 4.1.2 and Attachment A
updated to include the minimum fire protection program elements
as discussed in Section K to NEI-04-02 (FAQ 06-0028).

S-3.2 1,2 The monitoring program required by National Fire Protection 4.1.2, 4.6, and Attachment A
Association (NFPA) 805 Section 2.6 will be developed in
accordance with NFPA 805 FAQ 10-0059, and will include a
process that reviews the Fire Protection Program (FPP)
performance and trends in performance and implemented after the
License Amendment Request (LAR) approval as part of the FPP
transition to NFPA 805.

S-3.3 1, 2 Transient Combustible Free Zones will be established in high risk 4.5 and Attachment W
Fire Areas AA40, AA43, AA48, AA50, AA51, and AA52.

S-3.4 1, 2 Hot Work Restriction Zones will be established in high risk Fire 4.5 and Attachment W
Areas AA40, AA43, AA48, AA50, AA51, and AA52.

S-3.5 1, 2 Post-fire operating procedures will be updated to reflect new 4.2.1.3 and Attachment G
Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA) strategies and
training performed as necessary.

S-3.6 1, 2 Technical and administrative procedures and documents that 4.3.2 and Attachment D
relate to non-power modes of plant operating states will be revised
as needed for implementation of NFPA 805.
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S-3.7 1, 2 Pre-fire plans and fire brigade training materials will be revised to 4.4.2 and Attachment E
reflect changes required to meet the NFPA 805 radioactive
release performance criteria.

S-3.8 1,2 A confirmatory demonstration (field verification walk-through) of 4.2.1.3 and Attachment G
the feasibility for the credited NFPA 805 recovery actions will be
performed. This will include field verification of:

(1) Transit times (i.e., travel times to/from recovery action
manipulated plant equipment).

(2) Execution times (i.e., time required to physically perform the
action, such as handwheel a valve open, open a breaker,
etc.).

(3) Communications for adequacy between the controlling
location and recovery action locations for areas which involve
actions.

(4) Adequate lighting (either fixed or portable) for access/egress
and local lights are provided for the component to be
operated.

S-3.9 1,2 CNP calculation Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA)-FIRE- 4.2.1.3 and Attachment G
17663-012-LAR, "Post-Fire Human Reliability Analysis" and
Technical Evaluation R1900-0026-001, "Recovery Action
Transition for NFPA 805" will be reviewed and updated based on
the results of the field walkdowns of the recovery actions (Item S-
3.8) and procedure changes (Items S-3.5, S-3.11 and.S-3.14).
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S-3.10 1,2 Technical documents and procedures that relate to new Fire 4.7.1, 4.7.2, 4.7.3
Protection (FP) design and licensing basis (e.g., Fire Protection
Program Manual (FPPM), Technical Requirements Manual,
Design Basis Document, maintenance and surveillance,
configuration control, training and qualification guidelines, Quality
Assurance Program Document (QAPD), etc.) will be revised as
needed for implementation of NFPA 805.

S-3.11 1,2 A new restoration procedure (1/2-OHP-4025-R-XX series) will be Attachment W
developed to address re-powering the hydrogen igniters following
a fire in Fire Areas AA40, AA43, AA46, AA47, AA48, AA50, AA51
and AA52

S-3.12 1,2 The current transformer evaluation (Technical Evaluation 12.6) will 4.2.1. 1/Attachment B
be updated to address those CTs that currently have not screened
out as sufficient CT data becomes available.

S-3.13 1,2 Updated Final Safety Analyses Report (UFSAR) Section 9.8.1 will 4.7.1
be revised as needed for implementation of NFPA 805.

S-3.14 1,2 Applicable operating procedures will be revised to include the
treatment of Fire PRA Actions added to the 'base fire PRA model'
that mitigate 'fire induced failures - but are not associated with the
NSCA success path. This includes isolation of containment purge
line isolation valves, and procedure changes for Turbine Driven
Auxiliary Feed Water (TDAFW) pump battery charger re-alignment
to address uncertainty considerations.
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M. License Condition Changes
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I&M proposes to replace the current CNP fire protection license conditions 2.C.(4) for Unit 1 and
2.C.(3)(o) for Unit 2 with the standard license condition in Regulatory Position C.3.1 of
Regulatory Guide 1.205, Revision 1, as shown below. In support of this change, I&M has
developed a Fire PRA which has been reviewed and been found acceptable by a Fire PRA
WOG peer review conducted during October 12-16, 2009. Outstanding high level findings from
the peer review are included in Attachment V of this TR. Any future changes to the Fire PRA
will be subject to peer review in accordance with the guidance provided in NEI 07-12 and
applicable ASME/ANS PRA standards.

Indiana Michigan Power shall implement and maintain in effect all provisions of the approved fire
protection program that comply with 10 CFR 50.48(a) and 10 CFR 50.48(c), as specified in the
licensee amendment request dated (and supplements dated ) and as
approved in the Safety Evaluation Report dated (and supplements dated

). Except where NRC approval for changes or deviations is required by
10 CFR 50.48(c), and provided no other regulation, technical specification, license condition or
requirement would require prior NRC approval, the licensee may make changes to the fire
protection program without prior approval of the Commission if those changes satisfy the
provisions set forth in 10 CFR 50.48(a) and 10 CFR 50.48(c), the change does not require a
change to a technical specification or a license condition, and the criteria listed below are satisfied.

Risk-Informed Changes that May Be Made Without Prior NRC Approval

A risk assessment of the change must demonstrate that the acceptance criteria below are met.
The risk assessment approach, methods, and data shall be acceptable to the NRC and shall be
appropriate for the nature and scope of the change being evaluated; be based on the as-built,
as-operated, and maintained plant; and reflect the operating experience at the plant. Acceptable
methods to assess the risk of the change may include methods that have been used in the
peer-reviewed fire PRA model, methods that have been approved by NRC through a plant-
specific license amendment or NRC approval of generic methods specifically for use in NFPA
805 risk assessments, or methods that have been demonstrated to bound the risk impact.

(a) Prior NRC review and approval is not required for changes that clearly result in a
decrease in risk. The proposed change must also be consistent with the defense-in-
depth philosophy and must maintain sufficient safety margins. The change may be
implemented following completion of the plant change evaluation.

(b) Prior NRC review and approval is not required for individual changes that result in a risk
increase less than 1 xl 0-7/year (yr) for CDF and less than 1 xl0-8/yr for LERF. The
proposed change must also be consistent with the defense-in-depth philosophy and
must maintain sufficient safety margins. The change may be implemented following
completion of the plant change evaluation.

Other Changes that May Be Made Without Prior NRC Approval

(1) Changes to NFPA 805, Chapter 3, Fundamental Fire Protection Program

Prior NRC review and approval are not required for changes to the NFPA 805, Chapter 3,
fundamental fire protection program elements and design requirements for which an
engineering evaluation demonstrates that the alternative to the Chapter 3 element is functionally
equivalent or adequate for the hazard. The licensee may use an engineering evaluation to
demonstrate that a change to an NFPA 805, Chapter 3, element is functionally equivalent to the
corresponding technical requirement. A qualified fire protection engineer shall perform the
engineering evaluation and conclude that the change has not affected the functionality of the
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component, system, procedure, or physical arrangement, using a relevant technical requirement
or standard.

The licensee may use an engineering evaluation to demonstrate that changes to certain NFPA
805, Chapter 3, elements are acceptable because the alternative is "adequate for the hazard."
Prior NRC review and approval would not be required for alternatives to four specific sections of
NFPA 805, Chapter 3, for which an engineering evaluation demonstrates that the alternative to
the Chapter 3 element is adequate for the hazard. A qualified fire protection engineer shall
perform the engineering evaluation and conclude that the change has not affected the
functionality of the component, system, procedure, or physical arrangement, using a relevant
technical requirement or standard. The four specific sections of NFPA 805, Chapter 3, are as
follows:

* "Fire Alarm and Detection Systems" (Section 3.8);

* "Automatic and Manual Water-Based Fire Suppression Systems" (Section 3.9);

* "Gaseous Fire Suppression Systems" (Section 3.10); and,

• "Passive Fire Protection Features" (Section 3.11).

(2) Fire Protection Program Changes that Have No More than Minimal Risk Impact

Prior NRC review and approval are not required for changes to the licensee's fire protection
program that have been demonstrated to have no more than a minimal risk impact. The
licensee may use its screening process as approved in the NRC Safety Evaluation Report dated

to determine that certain fire protection program changes meet the minimal criterion.
The licensee shall ensure that fire protection defense-in-depth and safety margins are
maintained when changes are made to the fire protection program.

Transition License Conditions

(1) Before achieving full compliance with 10 CFR 50.48(c), as specified by (2) below, risk-
informed changes to the licensee's fire protection program may not be made without
prior NRC review and approval unless the change has been demonstrated to have no
more than a minimal risk impact, as described in (2) above.

(2) The licensee shall implement the following modifications to its facility to complete the
transition to full compliance with 10 CFR 50.48(c) by

(a) Modify the CO 2 system from manual to automatic actuation in the following fire
areas:

* AA40

* AA43

(b) Modify motor operated valves to preclude IN 92-18 conditions in which control
circuit short circuits can occur between control wiring and power sources leading to
spurious operation of the valve, and in which the same postulated short circuit may
bypass the torque/limit switches which, combined with the absence or bypass of
thermal overload contacts, can result in continuous energization of the valve motor
and potential mechanical damage to the valve such that manual operation via
handwheel would be inhibited. The affected valves are identified in Attachment S.

The licensee shall maintain appropriate compensatory measures in place until
completion of the modifications delineated above.
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(3) The Licensee shall implement the items listed in Enclosure (2) Table S-3 of the license
amendment request within 180 days of issuance of the Safety Evaluation Report.

The license conditions to be replaced are restated below.

License condition 2.C(4) for Unit 1:

Indiana Michigan Power Company shall implement and maintain, in effect, all
provisions of the approved Fire Protection Program as described in the Final
Safety Analysis Report for the facility and as approved in the SERs dated
December 12, 1977, July 31, 1979, January 30, 1981, February 7, 1983,
November 22, 1983, December 23, 1983, March 16, 1984, August 27, 1985,
June 30, 1986, January 28, 1987, May 26, 1987, June 16, 1988, June 17,
1988, June 7, 1989, February 1, 1990, February 9, 1990, March 26, 1990,
April 26, 1990, March 31, 1993, April 8, 1993, December 14, 1994, January
24, 1995, April 19, 1995, June 8, 1995, and March 11, 1996, subject to the
following provision:

The licensee may make changes to the approved fire protection program
without prior approval of the Commission only if those changes would not
adversely affect the ability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown in the
event of a fire.

License condition 2.C(3)(o) for Unit 2:

Indiana Michigan Power Company shall implement and maintain, in effect, all
provisions of the approved Fire Protection Program as described in the
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report for the facility and as approved in the
SERs dated December 12, 1977, July 31, 1979, January 30, 1981, February
7, 1983, November 22, 1983, December 23, 1983, March 16, 1984, August
27, 1985, June 30, 1986, January 28, 1987, May 26, 1987, June 16, 1988,
June 17, 1988, June 7, 1989, February 1, 1990, February 9, 1990, March 26,
1990, April 26, 1990, March 31, 1993, April 8, 1993, December 14, 1994,
January 24, 1995, April 19, 1995, June 8, 1995, and March 11, 1996, subject
to the following provision:

The licensee may make changes to the approved fire protection program
without prior approval of the Commission only if these changes would not
adversely affect the ability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown in the
event of a fire. -

It is I&M's understanding that, implicit in the replacement of these license conditions, all prior fire
protection program SERs and commitments will be superseded in their entirety by the revised
license condition.

No other license conditions need to be replaced or revised.

I&M implemented the following process for determining that these are the only license
conditions required to be either revised or superseded to implement the new fire protection
program which meets the requirements in 10 CFR 50.48(a) and 50.48(c):

A review was conducted of the I&M Unit 1 Renewed License Number DPR-58, through
Amendment No. 313 and Unit 2 Renewed License Number DPR-74, through
Amendment No. 297, by the I&M licensing and NFPA 805 Transition Team. Outstanding
LARs that have been submitted to the NRC but not yet approved were also reviewed for
potential impact on the license conditions.
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